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Introduction

Over a decade ago—when I used Dreamweaver 1.0 for the first time, I was amazed at
how far ahead of its time it was. The capability to incorporate JavaScript Behaviors, styles,
and pinpoint accurate designs truly amazed me. I was a skeptic when it came to visual
editors and preferred Notepad whenever possible. Dreamweaver changed that for me and
made me look at web development in a whole new light.

Dreamweaver has become the industry’s leading web development environment, far
surpassing any other. Still, many consider Dreamweaver a simple visual editor that accom-
plishes little more than aiding in the development of static web pages. The mindset is that
visual editors lack the true complexity that it takes to create rich and powerful web appli-
cations that encompass client-side technologies such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript while
leveraging server-side technologies like ASP, PHP, and ColdFusion. Dreamweaver obliter-
ates the stigma by captivating the developer in a vast, intuitive, and feature-rich environ-
ment.

If you’ve picked up this book, chances are you’re interested in the world of web design
and development and, more specifically, how Dreamweaver can help you succeed in these
endeavors. Whether you’re a seasoned developer, a print designer looking to expand your
base of knowledge to the Web, or a home user who wants to create a family website,
Dreamweaver offers the features and flexibility to get you on your way quickly and effort-
lessly. This book introduces you to the many features available through Dreamweaver
using a fun, yet concise, approach.

What’s Inside, Part by Part
Part I, “Getting Up to Speed with Dreamweaver CS4”—Starting off gently, this part
introduces you to Dreamweaver CS4. Moving from Chapter 1, “The Dreamweaver CS4
Interface,” to Chapter 3, “Dreamweaver Site Management,” you’ll learn about the many
panels, inspectors, and windows that Dreamweaver reveals within its development envi-
ronment. You’ll also learn about defining and managing a site, building a simple web
page, and finally, defining Dreamweaver preferences for customizing how you work with
Dreamweaver.

Part II, “Static Web Page Development”—Generally considered the heart of the book,
this part covers topics related to static web page development. You’ll learn about web page
structuring using tables, advanced page formatting and structuring using cascading style
sheets, designing forms with form elements, and incorporating behaviors into your web
pages.
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Part III, “Team Collaboration and Task Automation”—Although most consider
Dreamweaver a great tool for building web pages, the truth is that Dreamweaver provides
many tools for working with web pages within teams. In this part you’ll learn about the
many aspects in Dreamweaver that facilitate the collaborative process, such as file check
in and check out, Design Notes, and integration with Contribute. You’ll also learn about
the many components, such as templates and library items, built in to Dreamweaver for
enhancing the workflow process.

Part IV, “Incorporating Multimedia and Animation”—Developers and designers who are
building media-rich sites should concentrate on this part. The chapters in this part of the
book cover integration with Flash, Fireworks, and Photoshop, as well as video and audio.

Part V, “Building Dynamic Web Pages”—The chapters in this part prepare you for
working with dynamic web pages. As you’ll see, the chapters in this part cover an intro-
duction to web applications, server-side technologies, databases, the language used to
extract, insert, delete, and update data within databases in SQL, and retrieving data from,
inserting data into, deleting data from, and updating data within databases. You’ll also
learn how to build search functionality, secure your web pages, work with XML web
services and ColdFusion components, and even learn to use Adobe’s Spry framework
for Ajax.

Part VI, “Online Appendixes”—This part consists of various detailed appendixes on
accessibility, extensibility, working with frames and framesets, and how to define prefer-
ences within Dreamweaver. These items are available free from www.informit.com/title/
9780672330391.

What’s Inside, Chapter by Chapter
Chapter 1, “The Dreamweaver CS4 Interface,” covers the Dreamweaver interface: docu-
ment views, toolbars, inspectors, panels, and status bars. By the end of the chapter, you
should feel fairly comfortable with the Dreamweaver CS4 development environment.

Chapter 2, “Building a Web Page,” covers the essentials of building a web page within
Dreamweaver. By the end of this chapter, you’ll understand how to use page properties,
various HTML elements, and graphics to create your first web page in Dreamweaver.

Chapter 3, “Dreamweaver Site Management,” covers site management, including defin-
ing a site, file check in and check out, working with site maps, and defining local and
remote folders.

Chapter 4, “Web Page Structuring Using Tables,” covers traditional methods for structur-
ing web pages using tables. In this chapter, you’ll learn about tables, rows, columns,
nested tables, and more.

Chapter 5, “Page Formatting Using Cascading Style Sheets,” covers the types of style
sheets, how to apply them, and the various properties for text, backgrounds, borders, lists,
positioning, and more.

Dreamweaver CS4 Unleashed
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Chapter 6, “Page Structuring Using Cascading Style Sheets,” defines AP <div>s, the corner-
stones for pinpoint accurate positioning of elements in Dreamweaver. Ever wonder how to
make a web page look like a printed brochure? AP <div>s are your answer.

Chapter 7, “HTML Forms,” covers HTML forms, which are the front-ends to web applica-
tions. eBay, E*TRADE, and AutoBytel, among other high visibility sites, use forms in their
applications to facilitate data collection from the user. In this chapter, you’ll learn how
these types of forms are constructed. We’ll discuss forms and the various types of form
elements used within forms.

Chapter 8, “Using Behaviors,” covers Dreamweaver’s JavaScript Behaviors. In this chapter,
you’ll learn the basics of JavaScript, including events, actions, and more.

Chapter 9, “Building Dreamweaver Websites Within Teams,” covers features within
Dreamweaver that facilitate integration and collaboration within teams. Topics such as file
check-in and check-out, file column sharing, and Design Notes are covered in this chapter.

Chapter 10, “Managing Website Content Using Contribute,” covers integration with
Adobe’s content management and sharing program, Contribute. In this chapter, you’ll
learn about users and roles, applying user settings, and even editing web page content
using Contribute.

Chapter 11, “Enhancing Workflow,” covers potentially overlooked features within
Dreamweaver that might help you do your job faster and more efficiently. Features such
as the Results panel, Find and Replace, various commands, and the Assets panel, are
covered here.

Chapter 12, “Working with Templates and Library Items,” covers Dreamweaver templates
in depth. A good understanding of templates and the workflow surrounding them can
make you more efficient. This chapter also covers library items that, like templates,
provide greater efficiency and global content editing from a centralized location. In this
chapter, you’ll learn how to convert features (such as navigation menus) of your website
to library items, which ultimately makes your navigation menus reusable and global to
your website as a whole.

Chapter 13, “Incorporating Video and Audio,” covers important features for linking and
embedding video and audio files in your web pages.

Chapter 14, “Integrating with Fireworks, Photoshop, and Flash,” covers integration with
Adobe’s popular image-editing programs: Fireworks, Photoshop, and Flash. In this chapter,
you’ll learn about round-trip graphics editing, creating web-based photo albums, and opti-
mizing images. It also covers Dreamweaver’s integration with Flash—round-trip Flash
editing, what parameters Flash movies accept, and how to trigger different Flash movie
properties using Behaviors.

Chapter 15, “Introduction to Web Applications,” effectively makes the transition from
static web page development to server-side web page development. You’ll learn about
web architecture, server-side technologies, and database options.

Introduction
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Chapter 16, “Working with Server-Side Technologies,” begins to dig deeper into the world
of server-side web development. In this chapter, you’ll learn about the various server-side
technologies, including ASP, ASP.NET, ColdFusion, and PHP.

Chapter 17, “A Database Primer,” covers the basics (tables, rows, columns) and more
advanced topics such as stored procedures, triggers, views, keys, and normalization. The
chapter concludes with the development of the book’s project database.

Chapter 18, “A SQL Primer,” covers selecting, inserting, updating, and deleting data. It
also breaks down SQL into the different clauses and covers joins and sub queries.

Chapters 19 through 23 contain an in-depth tutorial on building a web store application
with ASP, PHP, and ColdFusion. The chapters include real-life detailed code for catalogs,
user registration, personalization, search functionality, and security.

Chapter 24, “Working with the Spry Framework for Ajax,” discusses Adobe’s newest frame-
work for Ajax. You’ll learn how to create Spry Datasets for creating performance-minded
web pages that are fed in from XML files. Additionally, you’ll see how to incorporate Spry
widgets and effects for creating engaging and eye-catching web pages.

The free online appendixes cover other important information:

Appendix A, “Accessibility,” covers the standards and how to apply them. It also touches
on the impact of accessibility on design and development efforts.

Appendix B, “Extending Dreamweaver,”covers extending Dreamweaver with objects and
behaviors. It also covers sharing those extensions with others.

Appendix C, “Defining Preferences,” covers every customizable feature for improving how
you work with Dreamweaver. Everything from customizing code coloring to setting
keyboard shortcuts is outlined in this appendix.

Appendix D, “Working with Frames and Framesets,” covers frames and framesets, includ-
ing advantages and disadvantages to using them and why.

As you can see—and as you will read—I’ve covered just about every aspect of web develop-
ment using Dreamweaver CS4. While reading, you can follow along with the step-by-step
projects by downloading the support files from www.informit.com/register or from this
book’s companion website located at www.dreamweaverunleashed.com. Thank you for
picking up a copy of this book—and enjoy!

—Zak Ruvalcaba

Dreamweaver CS4 Unleashed
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CHAPTER 4

Web Page Structuring
Using Tables

IN THIS CHAPTER

. Inserting and Working with
Tables

. Selecting Table Elements

. Modifying Table Properties
Using the Property Inspector

. Modifying Cell Properties Using
the Property Inspector

. Working with Tables in
Expanded Tables Mode

. Importing Tabular Data

One of the biggest complaints print designers have when
moving from print design to web design is the fact that
HTML is so finicky. More specifically, the placement of
elements within your web pages is limited because of the
lack of support (within browsers) to control the organiza-
tion of text, images, and media within the page. Although
this might be true to a certain extent, HTML is, in fact,
extremely flexible and offers many rich elements that can
be used to control the organization of components. As the
book unfolds, you’ll learn about various elements and tech-
nologies Dreamweaver offers to control the pinpoint accu-
rate placement of elements on your page. Technologies
such as CSS and options such as AP Elements and tables can
be used by web developers who strive for the fluid look
print design programs have offered for years. The trick is
learning the intricacies of the elements and how
Dreamweaver allows you to work with them within its
framework.

In this chapter, we’ll begin to move from the simplicities of
inserting and modifying elements on the page to a richer
topic that involves structuring and placing elements on the
page using HTML tables. As you’ll begin to see, tables offer
a flexible and simple alternative to the basic formatting
techniques we’ve covered thus far for controlling the place-
ment of elements within your web pages.

To work with the examples in this chapter, visit the book’s
website to download the exercises files used in this and
other chapters. You’ll want to replace the files for Chapter
3, “Dreamweaver Site Management,” in your working
VectaCorp folder with the files for Chapter 4, “Web Page
Structuring Using Tables.” Again, I’ll place mine in
C:\VectaCorp\.
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FIGURE 4.1 The background image begins to repeat itself near the bottom when there’s too
much text on the page.

Inserting and Working with Tables
If you remember, in Chapter 2, “Building a Web Page,” the development of our Vecta
Corp web page was severely limited to inserting text and images in a vertical, linear
fashion. Elements on the page were organized so that we inserted text and images,
followed by a line break, then either more text or another image, and then repeated the
process until the page looked somewhat presentable. Although this process might work for
simple web pages, it reveals drawbacks that become immediately obvious when large
amounts of text are added to the page. As you can see from Figure 4.1, the background
image that we added to the page begins to repeat itself near the bottom of the
companydirectory.html page.

The reason for this flaw might not seem immediately clear, but it begins to reveal itself with
some explanation. The image we used for the background (header_bg.gif) is 1 pixel wide
by 2,000 pixels high. The positive side is that the image always tiles horizontally no matter
how wide we make the page. The downside is that the image is 2,000 pixels high, and
because the natural viewing of pages is such that users navigate up and down, if the page
exceeds that 2,000 pixel height, the image will tile vertically as it does horizontally. Another
problem, visible in Figure 4.2, is that no definitive break exists between paragraphs.
Depending on how the page’s width is resized, the text and images might run together.
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FIGURE 4.2 Because there’s no definitive break between paragraphs, text and images might
run together.

Although these design flaws are minor, they begin to demonstrate the complexity that our
designs could potentially hold. As your web pages become more intricate and complex,
structuring your web pages using elements such as tables becomes a viable alternative.

Working with tables in Dreamweaver can be a complex process depending on how intri-
cate your design becomes. To walk you through all the table-based features exposed by
Dreamweaver, we’ll rebuild our Vecta Corp website from scratch. Not only will this help
you understand all the features available for working with tables in Dreamweaver, but it
will also show you how the small design flaws mentioned previously can be avoided by
using tables to structure your pages instead. To insert a new table, create a new blank
HTML page and then choose Insert, Table. The Table dialog box appears similar to
Figure 4.3.

The features outlined within the Table dialog box should start looking relatively familiar.
If you’ve used word-processing, database, or spreadsheet programs, the concept of rows,
columns, and headers should be recognizable.
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FIGURE 4.3 Insert and format basic properties for a table from the Table dialog box.

NOTE

Tables were never meant to be a way to lay out and position HTML elements on the
page; they were meant to be a means of structuring large amounts of tabular data in a
well-formed and ordered format. Over time, web designers realized that the concept of
rows and columns could easily structure images, text, and media elements within a
page. Although this method has stood the test of time and still remains the most
consistent and backward-compatible format, newer methods in CSS have become more
prominent and are slowly becoming the new standard for structuring elements within
your web pages. We’ll cover using CSS to structure web pages in the next chapter.

The features provided for working with tables in HTML go far beyond the simplicities of
rows and columns. The Table dialog box displays a few options, separated into three parts:
Table Size, Header, and Accessibility. A detailed list of the features outlined within these
three parts is given next:

. Rows—Enter a number within this text box to set the number of rows the table will
contain.

. Columns—Enter a number within this text box to set the number of columns (cells
within a row) the table will have.

. Table width—Enter a number within this text box to set the width, in either pixels
or a percentage, a table will have.

. Border thickness—Enter a number within this text box to set the thickness of the
border in pixels that the borders will have. If you don’t enter a value here, browsers
will interpret the border thickness as 1. To avoid this problem, either enter a
numeric value greater than 0, or if you don’t want a border, enter 0.

CHAPTER 4 Web Page Structuring Using Tables
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. Cell padding—Enter a number within this text box to set the padding value
between the contents of a cell and the cell border. If you don’t enter a value here,
browsers will interpret the cell padding as 1. To avoid this problem, either enter a
numeric value greater than 0, or if you don’t want cell padding, enter 0.

. Cell spacing—Enter a number within this text box to set the spacing between cells.
If you don’t enter a value here, browsers will interpret the cell spacing as 2. To avoid
this problem, either enter a numeric value greater than 0, or if you don’t want cell
spacing, enter 0.

. Header—Headers are a quick way of formatting rows within a table so that the
contents within the header are centered and boldface. Four options exist when
working with Headers. Choose None (the default) if you don’t want a header within
your table. Choose Left if you’d like to have the left column of the table designated
as a header, choose Top if you’d like to designate the top row of the table as a
header, and choose Both if you’d like to designate both the top and left portions of
the table as headers.

. Caption—Enter a value within this text box to have text appear outside of the table
describing contents within it. More on this feature can be found in the online
Appendix A, “Accessibility.”

. Align caption—Choose an option from this menu to set the alignment of the
caption in relation to the table. Five options exist within this list, including Default
(Center), Top, Bottom, Left, and Right. More on this feature can be found in
Appendix A.

. Summary—An important accessibility option is the summary attribute of the table.
Because screen readers cannot decipher the contents within a table accurately, enter-
ing a brief description here ensures that users with screen readers can get a clear
portrayal of the contents of your table. More on this feature can be found in
Appendix A.

Accepting the default properties already in the Insert Tables dialog box, go ahead and click
OK now to insert the new table into the page. The new table should resemble Figure 4.4
within the Document window.

Selecting Table Elements
Before we begin formatting the page using a table, it’s important to touch on some impor-
tant concepts, including a topic as simple as selecting the table and elements such as rows
and cells within the table. As your designs become more and more complex, you’ll begin
to work with numerous tables within a page, including tables within table cells, also
known as nested tables. When that time comes, the skills you learn within this section will
become invaluable.
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FIGURE 4.4 The new table is inserted into the page. 

FIGURE 4.5 Choose the Select Table option from the Table Widths Visual Aid’s list.

There are numerous ways to select a table:

. You can select the table by clicking, holding the cursor on the page, and then drag-
ging it into the table.

. You can place your cursor into any cell within the table, at which point the Table
Widths Visual Aid appears. From the Table Widths Visual Aid’s menu, you can
choose the Select Table as shown in Figure 4.5.

CHAPTER 4 Web Page Structuring Using Tables

TIP

You can hide the Table Widths Visual Aid by selecting View, Visual Aids, Table Widths or
by clicking Visual Aids on the Document toolbar and selecting the Table Widths option
from the list.

. You can place your cursor within a cell and choose the <table> tag from the Tag
Selector within the Document window’s status bar.

. You can right-click (Control-click) within a cell to access the context menu and then
choose the Select Table option from the Table submenu shown in Figure 4.6.
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FIGURE 4.6 You can select a table by choosing Table, Select Table option from the
contextual menu.

Selecting Table Elements

4

. You can choose Modify, Table, Select Table.

. You can hold down the Ctrl („) key and select the outer border of the table. You’ll
notice that as you roll over the outer border of the table, it highlights red. Clicking
after you’ve rolled over it will select the table.

Whatever method you choose from the preceding list, the result is the same—the table is
selected. This is obvious because of the black border that is placed around the table. You can
also select individual rows and columns by choosing from one of the following methods:

. By placing your cursor either just to the left of the table row or just above the table
column, you can select a row or column, respectively. Doing so changes the cursor to
a black arrow and also highlights the row or column in red. A column has been
selected in Figure 4.7. Clicking the mouse will select the row or column and high-
light the element(s) with the same black border you saw when you selected the table.

FIGURE 4.7 Place your cursor just to the left of the row to select a row or just above the
column to select a column. The cursor will change to an arrow, and the row or column will be
highlighted.
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Table ID

Convert Table Widths to Pixels

BorderSourceConvert Table
Widths to PercentClear Row Heights

Clear Column Widths

Width Align Class

Rows and Columns Cell padding and
Cell spacing

FIGURE 4.8 Format table attributes from within the Table Property inspector.

. By placing your cursor within any cell and choosing the <tr> tag from the Tag
Selector, you can select that row. You can also select an individual cell by placing
your cursor within the cell and choosing the <td> tag from the Tag Selector.

. Hold down the Ctrl („) key and select an individual cell. You’ll notice that as you
roll over a cell, it highlights red. Clicking the cell after you’ve rolled over it will
select it.

It’s important to note that the previous methods will also work for selecting multiple
rows, columns, and cells. For instance, if you’d like to select 3 rows, you can place your
cursor just to the left of the first row you want selected, click, hold, and then drag either
up or down to select multiple rows. The same method works for selecting multiple
columns as well. Additionally, you can select multiple cells by holding the Ctrl key and
then choosing the cells that you want selected.

Modifying Table Properties Using the Property
Inspector
For precise formatting of tables, it’s essential that you become familiar with the options
revealed by the Table Property inspector. Shown in Figure 4.8, this Property inspector
becomes available when the table is selected (for more on selecting tables, see the previous
section).

As you can see from the callouts in Figure 4.8, the Table Property inspector allows you to
set/customize the following attributes (moving from left to right):

. ID

. Rows and Columns

. Width

. Cell Padding and Cell Spacing
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. Alignment

. Border

. CSS Class

. Clear Column Widths or Heights

. Convert Table Widths to Pixels

. Convert Table Widths to Percent

. Source

To demonstrate the use and functionality of these attributes and formatting options, let’s
rebuild the main page (index.html) of the Vecta Corp site.

If you open the index.html file for this chapter, it’ll appear to be a blank document, but a
couple of minor changes have been made. First, the title and background color have been
preset for you. Second, the header_bg.gif image isn’t included. As a matter of fact, this
clunky (1 pixel by 2,000 pixels) image is no longer needed; it’s being replaced altogether
by a centered, cleaner design.

To begin this exercise, insert a new table into the Document window by selecting Insert,
Table. When the Table dialog box opens, format the options in the table dialog box so
that it contains one row, one column, has a width of 100%, contains no border, no cell
padding, and no cell spacing. The configured Table dialog box will look like Figure 4.9.

Click OK to insert the new table into the Document window. With the table now in the
Document window, you’ll notice a few details. First and the most obvious is that the table

FIGURE 4.9 Format the new table so that it contains one row, one column, has a width of
100%, contains no border, no cell padding, and no cell spacing.
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spans the entire width of the Document window. Remember, this table is set to 100%.
What that means is that no matter how I stretch the Files panel group on the right, the
table will always automatically adjust to accommodate the width of the Document
window—as it will do in the browser window as well. Second, you’ll notice that the Table
Widths Visual Aid displays the width of the table as a percentage, but just to the right of
that figure displays the current width in pixels within parentheses. This value is simply for
your information and is useful to reference in case you ever need to convert the table’s
percentage to a pixel value instead. Finally, you’ll notice that even though we didn’t
specify a border, the table appears to contain a dotted border surrounding the perimeter of
the table. This is actually a visual aid and not a border. This visual aid, which can be
disabled by clicking the Visual Aids button on the Document toolbar and unchecking the
Table Borders option, won’t show in the browser.

With the table selected, you can now begin modifying various attributes within the
Property inspector. Let’s begin. 

The Table ID

An attribute seldom used (unless you’re working with JavaScript and/or CSS), the Table ID

attribute allows you to uniquely identify the table so that it can be referenced from script-
ing languages. This attribute is entirely optional and will have no effect on the table if left
empty. We’ll use the Table ID as a simple way of identifying the tables throughout the
chapter. If I say select the content table, you’ll know what table to select. If I indicate select
the header table, again, you’ll know what table to select. With our existing table selected,
enter the value header into the Table ID text box and press Enter (Return).

Adding and Removing Rows and Columns

As you might expect, there are numerous ways for adding and removing rows and
columns after you’ve inserted a table. You could delete the table and reinsert it if you
really wanted to, but there are simpler methods. For instance, to add a row, you could
place your cursor within the last cell of the last row and press the Tab key. Doing this adds
a new row. Alternatively, you could use the Insert Row option (press Ctrl+M/„-M) avail-
able from the Table submenu within both the context menu, invoked by right-clicking
(Control-clicking) the table, and the Modify menu. After the new row has been inserted,
you can easily remove it by accessing the Delete Row option (press Ctrl+Shift+M/„-
Shift-M) from the Table submenu within either the context menu or the Modify menu.
Another, more flexible, alternative for inserting rows is to use the Insert Rows or Columns
dialog box available from the Table submenu in both the context menu and the Modify
menu. Choosing this option opens the Insert Rows or Columns dialog box (see
Figure 4.10).

With the dialog box open, you’ll immediately notice that you can not only insert a new
row below the existing row, but can also insert a new row above the existing row. Even
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FIGURE 4.10 Use the Insert Rows or Columns dialog box as an alternative method to insert-
ing rows or columns within your table.

better, you have the option of inserting new columns before or after the column where your
cursor is currently focused. Try entering the number 5 within the Number of Rows text box
and click OK. As you can see from Figure 4.11, the rows are added to the table.

It’s important to note that the previous methods work only when your cursor is focused
within a cell. You can change the overall count of rows and columns for the table from
the Property inspector by selecting the table and changing the text box values for Rows
and Cols. To return my table back to its original state, I’ll enter 1 within the Rows text box
and press Enter (Return). The table will return to its original state. 

Changing Table Sizes

Aside from adding and removing rows and columns, you also have the capability to
change the width of the table directly from the Property inspector. You already saw how
you can use the Table dialog box to initially set the width of the table (we set it to 100%);
alternatively, you can set the width of the table directly within the Property inspector.
Because I know that the image header.gif will reside within this table, and I know that

FIGURE 4.11 New rows are added to the table using the Insert Rows or Columns dialog box.
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FIGURE 4.12 Change the width of the table to 697 pixels from within the Property inspector.

the width of the image is 697 pixels, I’ll change the width of the table now to this number
by placing my cursor within the W text box, typing 697, making sure pixels is selected
from the menu, and pressing Enter. As you can see from Figure 4.12, the width of the
table is affected.

NOTE

You’ll notice that there isn’t an option for setting the height of the table. Whereas previ-
ous versions of Dreamweaver supported a height text box just underneath the width text
box, newer versions of Dreamweaver exclude it. The height attribute is considered a
deprecated property and is no longer supported in browsers other than Internet
Explorer.

NOTE

Even though you can’t set the height of the table, you’ll notice that the table’s height
never fully collapses to nothing. By default, Dreamweaver inserts a nonbreaking space
(&nbsp;) (visible only in Code view or the Code inspector) character into each cell to
make it easier for you to place your cursor into the cell and begin working. If that
nonbreaking space wasn’t there, the table’s height would collapse and make it impossi-
ble for you to place your cursor within the cell to work.

As your web pages become increasingly complex, you’ll begin to realize that keeping track
of your table’s dimensions can get out of hand. If you ever feel like starting over, you can
clear all widths and heights from both the table and cells within the table using the Clear
All Widths and Clear All Heights options. You can access these options in one of three
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FIGURE 4.13 Select the Clear All Widths or Clear All Heights options to clear table or cell
widths, respectively.

ways: First, you can choose these options from the Table Widths Visual Aid’s list, as shown
in Figure 4.13. 

Second, you can clear column widths and column heights by clicking the Clear Column
Widths and Clear Column Heights buttons located just below and to the right of the Table
ID field on the Property inspector. Finally, you can perform the same operation by choos-
ing the Clear Cell Heights and Clear Cell Widths options located in the Modify, Table
submenu. Whichever method you choose results in the same action: either the height (for
cells) or width is removed.

NOTE

Unlike other table options such as cell padding, cell spacing, and border, leaving the
W text box empty in the Property inspector results in the browser interpreting the value
as 0. 

Modifying Cell Padding and Cell Spacing

Although it might not seem like it, the structure of our new Vecta Corp page is coming
along nicely. As I’m sure you can tell, we’re outlining the various properties outlined by
the Table Property inspector while at the same time designing the header for our table-
based page. And while there’s still a lot to be done, let’s move forward by adding the main
header image to the cell within the header table. This can be done by locating the
header.gif image within the Images folder of our defined site, selecting it, and dragging it
over and into our table’s cell. The result will appear similar to Figure 4.14.
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FIGURE 4.14 Drag the header graphic into the table’s cell to round out the heading for our
web page.

Now that you have the header of the page squared away, it’s time to build the bottom
portion of the site. Yes, we could insert the contents of home.txt (located within the
Assets folder) directly underneath the existing table; unfortunately, doing this would cause
the text to align flush against the edge of the Document window as our margins are
currently set to 0 pixels. Although we could fix this by adding a margin width, doing that
would cause our table at the top of the page to shift to the right to compensate. Instead,
we could create a table below our existing table and adjust its cell spacing or cell padding
to make up for the necessary spacing. To do this, we’ll begin by adding a new table. Begin
the process by following these steps:

1. Place your cursor just to the right of the header table.

2. Choose Insert, Table. The Table dialog box appears.

3. Give your new table 2 rows, 2 columns, a width of 697 pixels, a border thickness of
0, a cell padding of 0, and a cell spacing of 4.

4. Click OK. Your new table will be inserted into the Document window, below the
header table, and will look similar to Figure 4.15.

5. Assign your table the ID content within the Table ID text box in the Property inspec-
tor (shown in Figure 4.15).
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FIGURE 4.15 The new table is inserted and includes cell spacing to protect the content from
the left edge of the page.

Now that the table is firmly in place, you can see that the cell spacing is available. Unlike
the header table, which doesn’t contain spacing around the edges of the table, our
content table contains spacing around the table and between cells. This will become more
obvious later, when you insert text into a cell.

TIP

As you’ve seen, manipulating the table’s cell spacing and cell padding is easy using the
Insert Table dialog box. Modifying cell spacing and cell padding using the Property
inspector is also possible. Just to the right of the W text box, you’ll notice text boxes
for CellPad (cell padding) and CellSpace (cell spacing). The cell padding and cell spac-
ing of a table can also be adjusted here. 

Table Alignment

Now that we have both a header and a content table within our page, let’s finish off the
table structure by aligning both tables to the center of the page. To do this, select each
table and then choose the option Center from the Align menu in the Property inspector
so that each of your two tables is center-aligned on the page, similar to Figure 4.16.
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FIGURE 4.16 Select each table and center align them on the page.

It’s important to note that this option aligns only the table on the page, not the content
within the table. To align the content within the table, you’ll still need to select any
content that you add within the table and choose the center align option from the Text
Property inspector.

Working with Table Borders

There are a couple of methods for adding borders to your existing tables, but none more
obvious than the Border text box option located within the Property inspector. Selecting
a table and adding a value here (other than 0) creates a traditional, ordinary looking
border. Nothing fancy here! We’ll discuss a second option for adding borders in CSS in
the next chapter.

Converting Table Widths to a Percentage or Pixels

Every now and then you might find the need to convert an existing table that was created
using pixels into a percentage value or vice versa. For instance, our content table is
displayed at the bottom of the page and has a fixed width of 697 pixels. Looking at the
table and its width within the page, it appears to take up roughly 80% of the page. If I like
this width, but prefer the width to be expressed in percentages as opposed to pixels, I can
easily perform a conversion with a simple click of a button. To do this, I can select the
table and choose Modify, Table, Convert Widths to Percent (shown in Figure 4.17).

Although you won’t notice a significant difference initially, the Table Widths Visual Aid
does, in fact, display the table width as a percentage followed by the pixel width within
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FIGURE 4.17 Convert table widths to percentages.

NOTE

While using pixel-based dimensions certainly allows you to keep your designs within a
fixed width, you shouldn’t discount the use of percentages for setting the dimensions
of a web page. Percentages allow you to build “liquid” designs. That is, a design that
constantly adjusts to the width (and sometimes height) of the user’s screen resolution.
Assuming you built a table that stretched 100% of the page width, the design would
appear equally to users who have their screen resolutions set to 800x600 or
1024x768 for instance.

Other options exist from the same menu, including Convert Widths to Percent, Convert
Heights to Pixels, and Convert Heights to Percent. Furthermore, you can access these
options directly from the Property inspector by choosing the icons located to the bottom-
left of the Property inspector, just underneath the Table ID text box. 

Modifying Cell Properties Using the Property Inspector
As you’ve seen thus far, numerous options exist for modifying properties associated with a
table. You’ve seen the basic properties that exist when a table is initially inserted from
within the Table dialog. You’ve also seen that when you select a table, the Property inspec-
tor tailors itself to accommodate the modification of attributes associated with the table.

the parentheses. Just below that value is the width of the cell expressed as a percentage,
again followed by the pixel width in parentheses.
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Text-based formatting options

Cell property options

FIGURE 4.18 The Table Cell Property inspector becomes available when you place your cursor
into a cell.

Just as there are many options for modifying properties associated with a table, so too are
there many options for modifying the cells within that table. In fact, different properties
exist for the table, as opposed to cells within the table. Cells can be merged, split, vertically-
aligned, horizontally-aligned, and so on. Also, content within cells can be formatted using
text formatting properties that you learned in Chapter 2. The content can also be aligned
within the cells, prevented from wrapping within the cells, or even converted to a header.
The table, on the other hand, doesn’t support a lot of these properties. For instance, the
content as a whole can’t be formatted, cells can’t be manipulated, and so on. In general,
it’s safe to say that the properties exposed by the table are broad and specific to the table
as a whole, whereas properties provided for individual cells are more refined and thor-
ough—and allow for cells to be formatted independently of one another. As you can see
from Figure 4.18, you can access the Table Cell Property inspector by placing your cursor
within a cell.

As you can see from the callouts in Figure 4.18, the upper half of the Property inspector
reveals simple text-based formatting options covered in Chapter 2, but the bottom

portion outlines key properties (moving from left to right) supported by table cells,
including the following:

. Merging and Splitting Cells

. Horizontal and Vertical Alignment

. Width and Height

. No Wrap

. Header

. Background Color

. Page Properties

To demonstrate these properties, let’s format the cells within the content table.
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Changing Cell Widths and Heights

So far you’ve seen how to manipulate the width of the table as a whole. The cells within a
table, however, function somewhat differently. If you recall, earlier in the book we selected
the content table and assigned it a width of 697 pixels. The table is inserted at the 697
pixel width; however, by default the width of each cell is given a width equal to the width
of the table divided by the number of cells within the specific row. So in our case, the cells
appear to have a width of roughly 348–349 pixels each. Although this might have seemed
to be the case, in fact, inserting the image subheader_welcome.gif into the first cell of the
second column reveals otherwise. As you can see from Figure 4.19, inserting content into
the cell shifts the cells out of proportion.

Although Dreamweaver initially makes an attempt to proportionately size your tables, it
will always rely on you to manually set the size of the cells individually. Because we didn’t
set the size of each cell, Dreamweaver accommodates the addition of content within the
second cell by automatically moving the cells over to the left (or right, had we inserted
the image in the left column), essentially freeing up room for you to work.

The lack of cell widths is also evident from the Table Widths Visual Aid. As Figure 4.19
also indicates, although a set width exists for the table as a whole, the two individual

FIGURE 4.19 Insert an image into the cell to see the cells shift out of proportion.
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FIGURE 4.20 Choose the Select Column option from the cell menu in the Table Widths Visual
Aid and then change the width of the cell to 220 pixels.

width values for the columns are empty. Setting the width of columns, which sets the
width of each cell within the column within the Property inspector is just as simple as it
was for the table. To set the widths of our two columns, follow these steps:

1. Place your cursor into the first cell within the first column. Immediately the Table
Widths Visual Aid becomes available.

2. Choose the Select Column option from the cell menu, similar to Figure 4.20.

3. Within the Width (W) text box in the Property inspector, enter the value 220 and
press Enter. The table’s column will resize accordingly.

4. To make the table functionally correct, we’d now have to set the width on the
second column. Rather than trying to figure out what 697 pixels minus 220 pixels is,
we can take a shortcut. From the Table Widths Visual Aid menu, select the Make All
Widths Consistent option. Immediately you’ll notice that a value of 465 pixels is
assigned to the second column. 

When you’re finished, the table will be resized proportionally, and the Table Widths
Visual Aid will contain width values for the each column similar to Figure 4.21.

If you need to clear the widths for a column, you can do one of two things. First, you can
select the entire column, which also selects every cell within that column, and physically
remove the numeric pixel value within the Width (W) text box in the Property inspector.
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FIGURE 4.21 The cells are resized proportionally and the Table Widths Visual Aid includes cell
widths as well.

TIP

You might be thinking that 697 pixels (the width of the table) minus 220 pixels (the
width of the first column) doesn’t equal 465 pixels, but instead 477. When sizing
columns, it’s important to take cell spacing and cell padding into consideration. If you
have cell padding and cell spacing (as we currently do), those values must also be
deducted from the total size of the table; otherwise, the dimensions will be slightly off.

Cell heights can also be modified. The reason it has not been covered with more detail is
twofold. First, it’s just as simple to modify a height as it is to modify the width. After
you’ve learned how to modify the width, modifying the height on your own should be
easy. Second, it’s not important that you set a cell height. Generally, you’ll allow the
contents within the cell to govern the height for you. 

Splitting and Merging Cells

After you’ve inserted a table onto the page, you’ll often need to merge cells to create more
space within the table. For instance, although you might need to work with two indepen-
dent cells within a row, you might have a bigger image that needs more space than what

Second, you can easily remove the width of a column by accessing the column-based
menu from the Table Widths Visual Aid and choosing the Clear Column Width option.
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FIGURE 4.22 Highlight the cells that you want to merge by clicking, holding, and dragging over
from the first cell over to the second cell.

has been allotted for the columns. Instead of creating a whole new table, you can merge
the cells within an existing row into fewer cells, essentially freeing up the needed space.

To merge two or more cells within a table, you would highlight by clicking, holding, and
dragging the cells that you want to merge. With the cells highlighted, you can merge the
cells by either choosing the Merge Cells icon within the Property inspector, selecting the
Merge Cells option from the Table submenu within the context menu, or by choosing
Modify, Table, Merge Cells. Any method you choose merges the cells.

Let’s try it out on our example using one of these methods. Left-click, hold, and drag
across from the first cell in the second row over to the second cell of the same row.
Choose Modify, Table, Merge Cells. The cells will merge into one cell. Now find the
footer.gif image located within our Images folder and drag it into the newly merged
cell. The result of the merger and image addition will resemble Figure 4.22.

In addition to merging cells, you can also split bigger cells up into smaller cells. For
instance, I can place my cursor within a recently merged cell and click the Split Cell icon
from the Property inspector. Doing this opens the Split Cell dialog box, as shown in
Figure 4.23.

As you can see from Figure 4.23, the dialog box defaults to the Split Cell into Columns
option. You can enter a value to split the cell into columns and then click OK to commit
the changes.
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FIGURE 4.23 The Split Cell dialog box allows you to split cells into smaller individual cells.

NOTE

Dreamweaver’s Split Cell dialog box always defaults its values to the natural develop-
ment of the table. Because the table’s structure appears to contain two columns over-
all, Dreamweaver will default to a two-column split. Also, entering a number greater
than the column count of the table results in the split occurring within the left-most
cell. Try it on your own to see the results.

The Split Cell option is also available from the Table submenu in both the context and
Modify menus.

An alternative way of splitting and merging cells and rows is to choose Modify, Table,
Increase/Decrease Row and Column Span. To use these options, place your cursor in the
cell that has been merged and select Decrease Column Span. To split the same cells back
up, choose the Increase Column Span option. These methods are quick alternatives to
using the Split and Merge Cell features. 

Setting Horizontal and Vertical Alignments

You can specify horizontal and vertical alignments for a cell by choosing from options
available within the Horizontal (Horz) and Vertical (Vert) menus in the Property inspector.
To demonstrate alignments, I’ll add a navigation menu to the first cell. To do this, place
your cursor within the first cell and enter the text Home followed by a line break
(Shift+Enter or Shift-Return). Repeat this process, adding About Us, Solutions, Support,
and Contact Us navigation items to the cell. You might also want to format the font for
the navigation menu by selecting all the text, right-clicking, and then choosing Font,
Arial, Helvetica, San-serif from the context menu that appears.

As you would expect, the text looks fine within the cell. The same can’t be said after I
insert the welcome text (available by opening home.txt, selecting all the content, copying
it, and then pasting it) into the second cell (the cell next to the one that contains our
navigation menu). As you can see from Figure 4.24, the navigation is shifted to the verti-
cal center of the cell.
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FIGURE 4.24 Inserting text into one cell causes elements within a second cell that are
shorter to align to the vertical center of the cell.

Although this result is perfectly normal, it might not be what you intend. A more desir-
able result would be to align the navigation menu to the top of the cell so that it appears
as though the welcome text and navigation menu are both aligned to the top of their
respective cells. To do this, place your cursor into the cell that contains the navigation
menu and select the Top option from the Vert menu (located within the bottom half of
the Table Cell Property inspector just to the right of the split and merge cells icons). The
navigation menu text will shift to the top of its cell. You might also want to do this for
the cell that contains our welcome text. You never know when you’ll have a page that
contains text that results in a cell that is smaller than the navigation menu.

Of course, if you ever want to horizontally align content within the cell, you can select
from one of the options in the Horz menu. To give you an idea as to how this works,
place your cursor within the navigation menu’s cell and choose the Center option from
the Horz menu in the Cell Property inspector. Your navigation menu will immediately
center itself within the cell.

You might want to round out the design by creating hyperlinks for each navigation menu
item: index.html for the Home menu item, aboutus.html for About Us, solutions.html
for Solutions, support.html for Support, and contactus.html for Contact Us.
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Setting the Background Color and Cell Wrapping

Looking at the welcome text, you can see that the text is cleanly formatted with spacing
and line breaks. We didn’t add the spacing or the line breaks at the end of each line,
Dreamweaver does it automatically for us. When a line reaches the end of the cell, the
text breaks and keeps going on to the next line, as you might expect. But what if you
didn’t want that to happen? What if you wanted the text to keep going and automatically
stretch the width of the table regardless of the pixel size we explicitly set? A good way to
prevent text within a cell from wrapping is to use the No Wrap check box within the
Property inspector.

The question becomes, “Why would I want to prevent the text from wrapping within the
cell?” Assume for a moment that you had a website that contained a tabbed navigation
bar at the top of the page. Depending on the page you happened to be on, those tabs
changed and varied based on the page and the content within the page. Assuming you
had a few dozen web pages within your site, your tabs could number in the hundreds.
Would you want to create a few hundred different images for every tab in your website?
Probably not, right? Instead, you could create dynamic tabs that stretched (using the No
Wrap option) based on the content within the cell. This way, you’re creating the tab struc-
ture only once, and the text within the tab is the only part that changes. Doing this
would make your tabbed navigation much easier to manage. To demonstrate my point,
let’s do a quick example. To follow along, review these steps:

1. Create a new blank HTML page by choosing File, New. Choose HTML from the
Blank Page category, choose the <none> option from the Layout category, and click
Create. The new blank page appears. Immediately save your work as nowrap.html.

2. Create a new table by choosing Insert, Table. When the Table dialog box appears,
create a table with 1 row, 3 columns, a width of 150 pixels, a border thickness of 0,
cell padding of 0, and cell spacing of 0; then click OK. The new table appears within
the page.

3. Resize the first column to 24 pixels and the third column to 30 pixels. Again, this
can be accomplished by placing your cursor within the specific cell and adding the
value to the W text box within the Table Cell Property inspector.

4. Locate the images lefttab.gif and righttab.gif located within the
Assets\NoWrapExample folder for the exercise files that you downloaded for this
chapter. Insert (by either dragging the image from the Files panel or by choosing
Insert, Image) the specific image into its respective cell (lefttab.gif will go in the
first cell and righttab.gif will go in the third cell.)

5. Use the Tag Editor (covered in more detail later in the book) to set the middle
column’s background image to bg.gif. You can do this by right-clicking within the
middle cell and then choosing Edit Tag <td>. The Tag Editor dialog box will appear.
Select the Browser Specific category and then click the Browse button located just to
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FIGURE 4.25 Create a table to resemble the functionality and look of a tab.

FIGURE 4.26 One tab has little text and fits perfectly in the tab. The second tab contains
long text that wraps.

the right of the Background Image text box. Find bg.gif located within the same
folder that contained our two tab images. Click OK to close the Tag Editor. Now the
table should resemble Figure 4.25.

6. With your cursor still focused within the middle cell, choose the Center option
from the Horz menu and the Bottom option from the Vert menu within the
Property inspector.

7. Select the table, select the Copy option from the Edit menu, place your cursor just
after the table, press Enter to create a paragraph break, and click the Paste option
from the Edit menu. Now you’ll have two tables that look like tabs.

8. Place your cursor in the middle cell of the first table and select Insert, Hyperlink.
When the Hyperlink dialog appears, enter the text Option 1 and type the # (to
create an anchor with no link) symbol within the link text box. Click OK.

9. Place your cursor in the second cell of the second table, select Insert, Hyperlink.
When the Hyperlink dialog appears, enter the text This is a really long Option and
type the # symbol within the link text box. Click OK.

With everything done, the two tabs should resemble Figure 4.26.

As you can see from Figure 4.26, because of the fixed width of the table, the second cell
within the second table automatically wraps the contents within it. To allow the tab’s size
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to fluctuate, place your cursor within the middle cell of the second table and choose the
No Wrap check box. As you can see from Figure 4.27, the tab’s size automatically adjusts.

The upside to this method is that no matter how short the contents, the tabs will never be
smaller than 150 pixels, and you can guarantee that only three images will be used. The
contents within the cells are all that change.

Aside from setting the No Wrap option within the Property inspector, you also saw how to
use the Tag Editor to set the Background Image (Bg) within a cell.

NOTE

It might not seem obvious as to why a background image property isn’t available within
the Property inspector. The answer is that there used to be. This is yet another prop-
erty that the World Wide Web Consortium considers deprecated and should be
replaced whenever possible with CSS methods. Again, because we haven’t gotten to
CSS just yet, we used the Tag Editor dialog box to accomplish the task. The Tag Editor
dialog box is a complete resource for tag property/attribute modification. Rather than
caring about best practices, it simply outlines every possible option and allows you
to decide.

Although a cell’s background image can be set from the Tag Editor dialog box, the back-
ground color for a cell can be set directly from the Cell Property inspector. To demonstrate
this feature, follow these steps:

1. Select the content table and change the cell spacing from 4 pixels to 0 pixels. This
will eliminate the cell spacing, as it’s no longer needed. You might need to readjust
the cell’s columns so that the first column is set to 220 pixels and the second
column is set to 477 pixels, as opposed to the 465 pixels that we set previously.

2. Place your cursor within the table’s first cell and add a background color by clicking
the Bg color picker option from the Cell Property inspector. When your cursor
changes to an eyedropper, sample the dark gray color from either the header or the

FIGURE 4.27 The No Wrap check box within the Property inspector prevents the table’s cell
from wrapping to the next line.
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FIGURE 4.28 Add background color for both the navigation cell and the welcome text’s cell.

footer images to make the navigation menu’s background color appear to continue
from the header down to the footer.

3. Repeat this process for the cell that contains the welcome text. Rather than sampling
a color from the interface, simply select white, as this is the color that we need to
make the design blend together. The result will look similar to Figure 4.28.

Converting a Cell to a Header

You’ve already seen how to work with headers within the Table dialog box. Dreamweaver
also supports the capability to convert an existing cell into a table header through the use
of the Header check box within the Property inspector. To use this functionality, place your
cursor within a table cell and enable the Header check box. The cursor within the cell will
then be centered, and any text typed into the cell will be made bold.

Why a Separate Tag for a Table Header?

Tables without headers are inserted with the following code:

<table>

<tr>

<td colspan=”2”>Header cell</td>

</tr>

<tr>
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<td>Cell 3</td>

<td<Cell 4</td>

</tr>

</table>

In this case, the table has two rows (represented by <tr>) and three cells (represented
by <td>). The first cell uses the colspan attribute to merge the cells into one cell that
spans the width of the bottom two cells. Converting a cell into a header removes the
row and cell containing the colspan and replaces it with a <th> tag as follows:

<table>

<th>Header cell</th>

<tr>

<td>Cell 3</td>

<td<Cell 4</td>

</tr>

</table>

As you can see, the addition of the table header results in cleaner and more concise
code, which ultimately means faster loading of the web page by the browser. Try both
code blocks in Dreamweaver on your own to see the effects. 

Nesting Tables

As you can see from the design thus far, our page is becoming relatively complex in its
structure. So far we have two tables: one for the header and one for the content that also
contains a footer. Obviously, it doesn’t have to stop there. Let’s assume we wanted to add
a third table to structure the company’s solution offerings underneath the welcome text. If
that’s the case, we’ll need to add a nested table. A nested table as the name implies, is a
table that nests within a cell of an existing table. Our solutions table is a perfect example
of a nested table within a cell. Because we have three solutions, complete with an icon, a
title, and descriptive text, we’ll need to add another table to structure that content so that
its presentation is cleaner than the bulleted list we used in Chapter 2. To create the nested
table, follow these steps:

1. Place your cursor after the welcome text and click Enter (Return) to insert a para-
graph break. Drag the subheader_solutions.gif image located within the Images
folder over to the cell. Now place your cursor just to the right of the solutions image
and click Enter (Return) one more time to create a paragraph break.

2. Create a new table by choosing Insert, Table. When the Table dialog box appears,
create a table with 5 rows, 2 columns, a width of 450 pixels, a border thickness of 0,
cell padding of 0, and cell spacing of 0; click OK. The new table will appear nested
within the cell.

3. Resize the first column to 70 pixels and the second column to 380 pixels.
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4. Add the logo_vprospect.gif, logo_vconvert.gif, and logo_vretain.gif images to
the first, third, and fifth cells of the second column.

5. Open the solutions.txt file located within the Assets folder and copy each solu-
tion’s representative description and paste it into its respective cell within the nested
table. When you’ve finished, the table should resemble Figure 4.29.

FIGURE 4.29 Add the images and respective descriptions to each cell.

As you can see, nesting tables provides us with much more flexibility in our design.
Because of nesting, we’re no longer limited to a stringent design. Instead we now have the
opportunity to fine-tune and precisely position elements within our page. 

Working with Tables in Expanded Tables Mode
Up until this point, we’ve focused on one mode of development: the Standard mode. The
Standard mode, which is the default form of development, allows you to add and work
with tables as you have done so far. It’s important to note, however, that one other mode
exists: the Expanded Tables mode.

As you can see, our table structure has gotten somewhat complex, especially now that we
have a nested table. You’ve probably noticed that selecting rows, cells, and even the
nested table is a bit more difficult than it was at the beginning of the chapter when we
were working with just one table. Although it certainly might seem frustrating to get your
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FIGURE 4.30 Expanded Tables mode creates spacing within cells.

cursor in the right place in between nested tables and cells, it’s important to note that
there is relief via the Expanded Tables mode. The Expanded Tables mode, available from
the Layout category in the Insert panel, temporarily adds cell spacing and cell padding to
your cells within Design view, essentially making it easier for you to place your cursor in
between and work with cells and nested tables. You can use the Expanded Tables mode by
clicking the Expanded button located within the Layout category of the Insert panel. After
you’ve clicked the button, Dreamweaver provides you with a Getting Started in Expanded
Tables Mode dialog box to explain the mode. Click OK to close the dialog box and return
to your page. As you can see from Figure 4.30, the Expanded Tables mode created spacing
between cells, essentially allowing for the easy placement of the cursor between cells and
nested tables.

To exit the Expanded Tables mode, click the exit link located within the temporary blue
shaded menu bar located just below the Document bar. Your page will return to Standard
mode. You can also click the Standard button (located to the left of the Expanded button)
in the Layout category of the Insert panel to return the layout back to Standard mode. 

Importing Tabular Data
Earlier in the chapter, we built a table within index.html to hold the company’s solution
offerings. Remember that we created a table with six rows and three columns and then
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FIGURE 4.32 The Import Tabular Data dialog box allows you to import a file based on a delimi-
ter option and then format the table that will be created for the content.

manually added solutions images and descriptive text. Numerous options exist for making
this solution more dynamic. One solution, using a database to feed solution offerings to
a table within the main page, will be discussed in Part V, “Dynamic Web Page
Development.” For now, let’s discuss a simple alternative: the Import Tabular Data feature,
available within Dreamweaver’s Insert menu.

The Import Tabular Data option, available by choosing Insert, Table Objects, Import
Tabular Data enables you to quickly build an HTML table based on preformatted tab-,
comma-, semicolon-, or colon-delimited files. This means that Mike over in Marketing can
maintain a spreadsheet of the company’s solution offerings. When he’s ready to have a set
of new offerings posted on the website, he can export his spreadsheet to one of the delim-
ited options and then send it to Wally the webmaster for quick import via the Import
Tabular Data feature.

For our example, we’ll use a tab-delimited file located within the Assets folder called
solutions_delimited.txt. Opening the file reveals that the text within the file is sepa-
rated by tabs similar to Figure 4.31.

FIGURE 4.31 A tab-delimited file contains text separated by tabs.

Dreamweaver, recognizing that the file is separated by tabs, will pick apart all text
elements within this file and place them into their own cells within a new table. To see
this feature for yourself, first open index.html, remove the existing company events table,
leaving your cursor within the cell, and choose Insert, Table Objects, Import Tabular Data.
The Import Tabular Data dialog box will appear (see Figure 4.32).
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Looking at the dialog box, you’ll notice that it contains options for importing the file to
use, choosing a delimiter option, and then formatting the table that will be created for the
content. The complete list of functionality exposed by the dialog box is outlined here:

. Data file—Click the Browse button from this file field to look for and select the file
to use. For our example, browse to the solutions_delimited.txt file located within
the Assets folder.

. Delimiter—Choose a delimiter option. Options include Tab, Comma, Semicolon,
Colon, and Other. Choosing Other enables a text box allowing you to type in the
delimiter symbol. For our example, choose Tab.

. Table width—Choose the Fit to Data option button to have the newly generated
table added to the page with no widths specified. Because no widths will be speci-
fied, the table will be as wide as the longest text element within the cells. You can
also choose the Set option to manually specify a width in either pixels or a percent-
age. For example, choose the Set to Radio button, type the value 100 into the text
box, and choose the Percent option from the menu.

. Cell padding and Cell spacing—Assigns a cell padding or cell spacing (or both) to
your table. For our example, enter 2 for cell padding and 0 for cell spacing.

. Format top row—Select an option from this menu to format the top row of your
table if you have one. Options in this list include Bold, Italic, and Bold and Italic.
For our example, leave this as is.

. Border—Enter a value within this text box to assign a border to your table. For our
example, enter 0.

When you’ve finished reviewing the options and have made the appropriate additions
and selections, click OK. The new table will be added to your page. The page should look
like Figure 4.33.

The final tasks are to set the font for the text in the table, add a new column in front of
the existing content for the product logos, add the logos to the cells within the new
column, and then set pixel widths for each of the three columns within the table. When
you’re finished, the table might resemble Figure 4.34.

Sorting Tables

In the previous section, we imported data that created a table with three rows of content.
Imagine that instead you imported data that created hundreds of rows within a table.
Even worse, imagine that all your rows were unsorted within the table. Trying to manually
sort a table that contained hundreds of rows could take hours. Instead, you can use the
Sort Table command to have Dreamweaver automatically sort the table based on a column
that you choose. To use this feature, select the newly created solutions table and choose
the Sort Table command available from the Commands menu. The Sort Table dialog box
will appear similar to Figure 4.35.
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FIGURE 4.34 Format the table, add a new column before the content, and add the product
icons to the cells within the new column. 

FIGURE 4.33 The new table is created based on the content within our tab-delimited file.
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FIGURE 4.35 The Sort Table command allows you to sort a table based on a prespecified
column.

As you can see from Figure 4.35, the Sort Table command allows you to sort the table
based on a primary and secondary column. A complete list of features is outlined here:

. Sort by and Order—Choose an option from the Sort list to specify which column
from the table the sort will be performed on. Furthermore, you can select options
from the Order menus to specify how the sort should be performed. You can
perform alphabetic and numeric sorts and then choose whether to sort the values in
the column in an ascending or descending order.

. Then by and Order—Choose a column from the Then By list when you want to
perform a sort on a second column after the primary sort has been complete. Again,
you can set the order of the sort on the secondary column.

. Sort includes the first row—Generally the first row of a table contains a header
describing the content within the columns. If your table doesn’t, you can include
the first row in the sort by choosing this check box.

. Sort header rows—Check this option to sort all the rows in the table’s <thead>
section (if it exists) using the same criteria as the body rows.

. Sort footer rows—Check this option to sort all the rows in the table’s <tfoot>
section (if it exists) using the same criteria as the body rows.

. Keep all row colors the same after the sort has been completed—Check this
option so that the table row attributes (such as color) remain associated with the
same content after the sort. For instance, if your table rows are formatted with two
alternating colors, do not select this option to ensure that the sorted table still has
alternating-colored rows.

For our example, choose the Column 2 option from the Sort By list and click OK.
Immediately the dialog box closes, and the table is sorted based on the solution name. 
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Tracing Images

Many times, our design prototypes become so complex that it becomes difficult to figure
out exactly how to structure the page with tables using Dreamweaver. To aid you with this
obstacle, Dreamweaver allows you to include a tracing image. Tracing images allow you to
build your page prototype within your favorite image-editing program, save the prototype
as a GIF or JPEG image, and then lay it down as a temporary background to your page so
that you can build your page structure over it. To demonstrate the use of tracing images,
follow these instructions:

1. Create a new blank page by choosing File, New or by pressing Ctrl+N („-N). When
the New Document dialog box appears, choose the HTML page type from the Blank
Page category, choose the <none> option from the Layout category, and click Create.
A new blank page is created. Immediately save your page as tracingimage.html.

2. With the page now open, select the Page Properties option from the Modify menu or
by pressing Ctrl+J („-J). The Page Properties dialog appears.

3. Enter 0 for each of the Left Margin, Top Margin, Margin Width, and Margin Height
text boxes within the Appearance (HTML) category.

4. Switch to the Tracing Image category. As you can see, the Tracing Image category
outlines two options: first, a file field that allows you to select the tracing image to
use, and second, a transparency slider to select the opacity of the tracing image
within the Document window.

5. In the Tracing Image text box, browse to the prototype.gif image located within
the Assets folder.

6. Slide the Transparency slider to 30% and click Apply. As you can see from
Figure 4.36, the prototype design is faintly visible in the background.

7. Click OK to close the Page Properties dialog box.

With the prototype faintly visible in the background, you can now add and manipulate
tables to create a design using the background tracing image as a reference.

When you’ve finished creating the structure based on the tracing image, you can revisit
the Tracing Image category within the Page Properties dialog box and remove it. 
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Summary
As you have seen, tables provide flexibility when working with your page designs in
Dreamweaver. In Chapter 2, we used simple page-formatting techniques such as line
breaks, paragraph and heading formatting, paragraph breaks, lists, and so on to create
designs that were limited in the layout and placement of elements within the page.

In this chapter, tables were introduced as an alternative and more realistic method. Tables
provide a rich and welcome approach to layout design using a myriad of options available
within the Property inspector. In the next chapter, we’ll explore other options for structur-
ing and formatting our designs using a more standards-compliant approach in Cascading
Style Sheets, more commonly referred by its acronym, CSS. As you will see, CSS provides
tremendous flexibility for creating rich layouts and clean page designs.

Summary

4

FIGURE 4.36 The tracing image is faintly visible in the background of the page.
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defined, 532, 556-557
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paths to links, 92
targets to links, 93

assistive technologies, Web:805
associating labels with form element, 287-288
Attach External Style Sheet dialog box, 223
Attach Style Sheet dialog box, 54
attaching

behaviors to objects, 293
CSS file, 54, 223-225
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alt, Web:818
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tabindex, Web:813
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RealAudio, 485
WAV, 485
Windows Media, 485
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access levels, setting, 745-746
custom error messages, creating, 737, 739
duplicate usernames, preventing, 743-744
logging out, 741-742
login pages, 730-731
New User Registration page, 742-743
session variables, 734
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user access, restricting, 734, 736-737
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AVG( ) function, 634
AVI video format, 472

B
b tag, Web:857
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AP Elements, 242
cells (table), 171-174
tables, setting, 173
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AP Elements, 241
applying, 59, 61

background music, 488-489
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behaviors
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adding, 294
applyBehavior( ) function, Web:832
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Change Property, 298-299
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Check Plugin, 300-301
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Control Shockwave, 518-520
custom, Web:832
defined, 290, 292, Web:831
deleting, 294
deprecated, 325-328
Drag AP Element, 301-302
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Appear/Fade, 304
Blind, 304-305
defined, 302, 769
Grow/Shrink, 306-307
Highlight, 307-308
Shake, 308-309
Slide, 309-310
Squish, 311

elements of, Web:831-Web:832
events, 293-294
Flash, 518-520
Go to URL, 311
initializeUI( )function, Web:837
JavaScript, 292
.js files, Web:838
Jump Menu, 283-285, 312-315
Jump Menu Go, 313-315
Log In User behavior, 732-733
onBlur, 296
onClick, 296
onDblClick, 296
onFocus, 296
onLoad, 297
onMouseDown, 296
onMouseOut, 296
onMouseOver, 296
onMouseUp, 296
onUnLoad, 297
Open Browser Window, 315-317
page titles, Web:831
Play Sound, 326-327
Preload Images, 317
removing, 294
Repeat Region, 679, 681
repositioning, 295
resizer, Web:832-Web:836

server behaviors
built-in, Web:844
cookies, Web:845-Web:852
defined, Web:844

Set Nav Bar Image, 317-319
Set Text, 320
Show-Hide Elements, 320-321
Swap Image, 321-322
SWF, 518-520
Timeline, 327
user interface, Web:832
Validate Form, 322-324, 689-690

Behaviors panel, 47, 292-296
binding data to Spry regions, 777-778
Blind behavior, 304-305
bookmarks, Web:896
borders

frames, Web:901, Web:905
framesets, Web:907
images, 87
tables, 150, 162
visual aids, 22

Bridge
images, browsing, 498, 500
opening, 25

browsers
AP Elements, 234-236
checking browser compatibility, 24-25
CSS support, 194-195
frame compatibility, Web:916-Web:917
Lynx, Web:807-Web:809, Web:811
Preview in Browser, 15
validating markup, 23-24
web page preferences, Web:877-Web:879

browsing images in Adobe Bridge, 498, 500
buffering, 467
built-in server behaviors, Web:844
bulleted lists, 75
business logic, 531
buttons, adding to web pages, 277, 279
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C
calculator web service

consuming, 754-757
creating, 750-752
testing, 752-753

Call JavaScript behavior, 297-298
canAcceptBehavior( ) function, Web:837-Web:838
candidate keys, 589
captions (tables), 151
case-sensitive links, 117
Category list, 53
CEIL( ) function, 635
cell padding, 151, 159-161
cell spacing, 151, 159-161
cells

background color, 171-174
converting to header, 174-175
horizontal alignment, 169-170
merging, 167-169
modifying cell properties, 163-164
resizing, 165-167
selecting, 154
splitting, 167-169
vertical alignment, 169-170
wrapping, 171-174

centering text, Web:857
Change Property behavior, 298-299
Changing default document, 447
check boxes, adding to web pages, 269, 271
Check Browser behavior, 325-326
Check In and Check Out, 332-339
Check New Username behavior, 743-744
Check Plugin behavior, 300-301
Check Spelling option, 79
Checked Out By reports, 347-348
checking

accessibility, Web:814-Web:815,
Web:822-Web:823

browser compatibility, 24-25
spelling, Web:857

choosing
databases, 534
web server, 544-545
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CHR( ) function, 636
class selectors

creating, 213-214, 216
defined, 187-188

classes
AP Elements, 242
applying, 214-216
background options, 204
block options, 205, 207-208
border options, 209
box options, 208
forms, 265
list options, 210
positioning options, 210, 212
type options, 203-204

clauses (SQL)
defined, 622
GROUP BY, 623-624
ORDER BY, 622-623
WHERE, 622

Clean Up (X)HTML command, 415, 418
Clean Up Word HTML command, 417-418
client-server architecture, 280
client-side development

CSS, 530
HTML, 530
JavaScript, 531
media elements, 531
versus server-side development, 526-528

client-side logic, 531
Cloak feature, 396
cloaking files, 122-123, 136-137, 396
closing panels, 44
code

colors, Web:860-Web:861
formatting, Web:861-Web:863
hints, 9, Web:864-Web:865
Live Code View, 8, 16-17
printing, 26
rewriting, Web:865-Web:866

Code Block window, Web:847
Code Inspector, 47
Code Navigator, 8, 225-227
code render blocks, 558
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Code view, 14, 16, 225
ColdFusion

defined, 533, 562
DSNs, connecting to, 658, 660-661
features available in Dreamweaver, 569-570
installing, 563-564
pages, creating, 566-569
parameters, 723-724
Remote Development Services (RDS), 564
web services

consuming, 754-757, 760-761
creating, 757-758, 760

ColdFusion Administrator, 564-566
collapsing panels, 44
Color palette, 72
colors

accessibility, Web:819
AP Elements, 242
assets, 407
Assets panel, 395
code, Web:860-Web:861
template regions, 426
text, 71
web-safe color palette, 71

columns
defined, 150, 578, 582
formatting, 156-157

commands
Apply Source Formatting, 415
Clean Up (X)HTML, 415, 418
Clean Up Word HTML, 417-418
data, 701
recording, 413-415
saving, 413
Site menu, Reports, 142

Company Events web service, 757-761
comparing

CSS and HTML, 190-192
files, Web:868-Web:870
forms and form objects, 263

Compatibility screen (Site Administration 
dialog), 383

Component Type option (Components panel), 750
Component window (Components panel), 750

Components panel
Add Component option, 750
Component Type option, 750
Component window, 750
Refresh option, 750
Remove Component option, 750
web services, 749-750

CONCAT( ) function, 636
Configuration folder, Web:826
configuring

ASP pages, 558, 560
ColdFusion pages, 568-569
dynamic tabbed navigation, 171-172
IIS, 548-549
keyboard shortcuts, Web:884
MAMP, 554-556
PHP pages, 573-575
SourceSafe, 353
XAMPP, 550-552

connecting
ASP web applications to DSN, 654-656
ColdFusion web applications to DSN,

658, 660
connection keys

importing into Dreamweaver, 387-388
sending to users, 384-385, 387

connections to databases
DSN-less connection, 538, 657-658
DSN connections, 648-649
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), 538

consuming calculator web service, 754-757
content

accessibility, Web:803-Web:805
AP Elements, 238
editable regions, 428-430
repeating regions, 435-436

content management, 366
context menus, 13, 30-31
Contribute

compatibility, enabling, 368-369
connection keys, 384-385, 387-388
Design Notes, 368
features, 125-126, 365-366
installing, 366
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Site Administration dialog
Administration screen, 378
Compatibility screen, 383
Enable PDF Embedding screen, 384
New Pages screen, 382
Publishing Server screen, 379-380
Rollbacks screen, 381-382
Users and Roles screen, 372-378
Web Server screen, 380-381

text-editing options, selecting, 370
text edits, performing, 389-390
users, selecting, 367-368

Contribute Administrator site, 370
Control Shockwave behavior, 518-520
Control Shockwave or Flash behavior, 326
Convert AP Divs to Table dialog, 256
converting

AP Elements to tables, 255-256
audio into RealAudio format, 468
cells to header, 174-175
existing elements to library items, 453-454
table width to percentage, 162-163
video into RealVideo format, 468

cookies
creating, Web:845-Web:852
defined, Web:845
user sessions, 734

Copy button (Standard toolbar), 26
copy/paste preferences, Web:866-Web:867
copying text into web page, 61-62, 65
COS( ) function, 635
COSH( ) function, 635
COUNT function, 631
COUNT( ) function, 633
Create Web Photo Album command, 511-513
creating

ASP pages, 557-558
captions in tables, 151
ColdFusion pages, 566-567
cookies, Web:845-Web:852
CSS file, 186
custom error messages, 737, 739
documents, 25, 52
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dynamic images, 674, 676
dynamic text, 673-674
email links, 95-96
error messages, 737, 739
framed websites with prebuilt frames,

Web:898-Web:899
framesets, Web:899-Web:901
HTML documents, 10
HTML pages, 55-56, 58
image links, 96-97
library items, 451-454
lists

definition, 77
ordered, 76
unordered, 75

login pages, 730-731
navigation bars, 102, 104
nested tables, 175-176
new documents, 52
PHP pages, 572-573
recordsets, 665-670, 672-673, 689
redirection pages, 693-694
rollover buttons, 508-509
shortcut keys, Web:885
Tag Libraries, Web:889-Web:890
text links, 93-95
web pages from a template, 427-428, 443
web service calculator, 750-752

creating site reports, 141-143
Credit Cards table (Vecta Corp), 610
cropping images, 87
CSS

accessibility, Web:819
AP Elements, 247-251
attaching, 54, 223-225
browser support, 194-195
class selectors

creating, 213-214, 216
defined, 187-188

classes, 214-216
client-side development, 530
components, 187
creating, 186
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descendant selectors
creating, 217-218, 220-221
defined, 189-190

design-time style sheets, 228-229
document wide, 186
external style sheets

classes, background options, 204
classes, block options, 205, 207-208
classes, border options, 209
classes, box options, 208
classes, list options, 210
classes, positioning options, 210, 212
classes, type options, 203-204

files, editing in Code view, 225
ID selectors, 188-189
inline, 186
Layout CSS, 53
page layouts, 257-260
prebuilt, 54
preferences, Web:867-Web:868
pseudo-classes

creating, 221-222
defined, 188

rules, 186, 199
styles

creating from HTML tags, 217
defining, 187

support, 195
type selectors

creating, 201-210, 212-213
defined, 189

validating, 227
versus HTML, 190-192

CSS Advisor, 230
CSS-P, 247
CSS Property inspector, 200-201
CSS Styles panel, 45, 195-196, 198-199
custom-built behaviors, Web:832
customizing

Assets panel, 400
Design Notes, 342-343
workflow, Web:853-Web:883

Cut button (Standard toolbar), 26
CVS (Concurrent Versions System), 353

D
data objects

commands, 701
defined, 701
Display Record Count, 702
dynamic data, 702
Go To ASP, 702
inserting, 37
Master Detail Page Set, 703, 709-711
recordset, 701
Recordset Navigation Bar, 705, 707
Recordset Paging, 702
repeated regions, 702
stored procedures, 701
user authentication, 703
XSL Transformation, 703

data source names (DSNs), 538, 648-649
data tier (web applications), 530
database drivers, 538, 648
database interaction with web services, 757-761
Database Management System (DBMS), 579-580
databases

Access
cost, 535
deploying, 594
DSNs, connecting to, 649, 651
features, 535, 592
file manager, 594
installing, 593

choosing, 534
columns, 578, 582
connections

DSN-less connection, 538
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), 538

data source names (DSNs), 538
defined, 578-579
extensibility, 534
globalizing search functionality, 726-727
keys

candidate keys, 589
defined, 588
foreign keys, 590
primary keys, 589

CSS810



MSDE DSNs, connecting to, 651, 653
MySQL

deploying, 600
DSNs, connecting to, 653-654
features, 536-537, 592-593
installing, 598-600
MySQL Administrator, 600-602
PHP interaction, 603, 605
website, 537

normalization
defined, 590-591
Domain/Key Normal Form, 591
First Normal Form, 591
Second Normal Form, 591
Third Normal Form, 591

purpose of, 577
queries, 585-586
referential integrity, 609
relational databases

history of, 578
server-side development, 531

relationships
managing, 587-588
many-to-many, 588
one-to-many, 588
one-to-one, 588

rows, 578, 582, 584
scalability, 534
search results page, 717-718, 720
searching, 714-716
security, 586-587
SQL

defined, 537
history of, 537
PL/SQL, 537
Transact-SQL, 537

SQL Server, 535-536
SQL Server 2008, 594-596
SQL Server 2008 Express, 592, 596-598
stored procedures, 584-585
tables, 578, 580, 582
triggers, 585
views, 585-586
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datasets, 771-772, 774
date functions, 631-632
DATE( ) function, 632
date-stamping, 79-80
DATEADD( ) function, 632
DBMS (Database Management System), 579-580
default document, changing, 447
default file names, 56
defining

CSS styles, 187
image maps, 97-98, 100-101
sites, 106-116

definition lists, 77
DELETE statement, 627
deleting

AP Elements, 246
assets, 404
behaviors, 294
favorites, 404
frames from within framesets, Web:901
library items, 457-458
records, 707, 709
templates, 443

Departments table (Vecta Corp), 609-610
deploying

Access database, 594
MySQL database, 600
SQL Server 2008 Express database, 596

deprecated behaviors
Check Browser, 325-326
Control Shockwave or Flash, 326
Hide Pop-Up Menu, 327
Play Sound, 326-327
Show Pop-Up Menu, 327
Timeline, 327

descendant selectors
creating, 217-218, 220-221
defined, 189-190

Description pane, 53
Design Notes

customizing, 342-343
defined, 123-124, 368
enabling, 339-340

Design Notes 811



file status, setting, 340-341
file view columns, 345-346
viewing, 343-344

Design Notes reports, 348-350
design time style sheets, 228-229
Design view, 14, 16
designing AP Elements with CSS, 247-251
detail Spry regions, 776
developer community, 231
DHTML (Dynamic HTML), 235
dialog boxes

accessibility, Web:811-Web:813
Add URL, 407
Attach External Style Sheet, 223
Attach Style Sheet, 54
Edit Font List, 70
Edit URL, 403
Hyperlink, 94
Inconsistent Region Names, 445
Manage Sites, 108-109, 396
Named Anchor, 99
New CSS Rule, 201
New Document, 52-54
Page Properties

Appearance option, 57-58
categories, 56-57
Title/Encoding option, 59-61
Tracing Image option, 61

Site Definition, 396
Site Reports, 143
Table, 149-151
Update Files, 129

dictionaries, Web:857
digital video, 466
direct downloading of web-based video, 467
directives (PHP commands), 534
Director, 531
dirty dot, 12
disabled users

accessibility standards, Web:801-Web:802
assistive technologies, Web:805
International Center for Disability Resources

on the Internet, Web:802

Section 508, Web:804-Web:805
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

(WCAG), Web:803-Web:805
disabling

JavaScript, 18
plugins, 18
Welcome Screen, Web:856

Display Record Count data object, 702
distribution of extensions, Web:840-Web:842
divide (/) operator, 629
Document Relative paths, 92
document sources, 18
Document toolbar (Document window)

Check Browser Compatibility button, 24-25
features, 12, 14, 15
File Management option, 18
Preview/Debug in Browser option, 19
Refresh Design View option, 20
Show Code, Split, and Design view, 15
Title bar, 18
Validate Markup menu, 23-24
View options, 20-21
Visual Aids menu, 22-23

Document Type Declaration (DTD), 23, 53
document wide CSS file, 186
Document window

context menus, 30
defined, 10-11
Document toolbar

Check Browser Compatibility button, 24-25
File Management option, 18
Preview/Debug in Browser option, 19
Refresh Design View option, 20
Show Code, Split, and Design view, 15
Title bar, 18
Validate Markup menu, 23-24
View options, 20-21
Visual Aids menu, 22-23

Property inspector, 40-41
Standard toolbar, 25
status bar, 27
Style Rendering toolbar, 26-27
Tag Selector, 27-28

Design Notes812



Window Size option, 29
zoom toolset, 28

documentation for extensions, Web:839
documents

creating, 25, 52
Description pane, 53
HTML, 58
open documents in tabs, Web:855
opening, 25, 52
page types, 54
preferences, 54, Web:876-Web:877
Preview pane, 53
reopening on startup, Web:856
saving, 25
skeleton file, 53

Dolby AAC audio format, 485
Domain/Key Normal Form, 591
double-byte text, Web:856
Download Time indicator, 29-30
downloading

ODBC drivers, 649
web-based video, 467

Drag AP Element behavior, 301-302
dragging text into web page, 65
Draw AP Element method, 238
Dreamweaver Exchange, 54
drop-down menus, 262
dropping assets into web pages, 399
DSN-less connections to databases, 538, 657-658
DSNs (data source names)

Access databases, 649, 651
ASP (Active Server Pages), 653-656
ColdFusion, 658, 660-661
data sources, 648-649
defined, 538
Macs, 649
MSDE database, 651, 653
MySQL databases, 653-654

DTD (Document Type Declaration), 23, 53
duplicate usernames, preventing, 743-744
DWT files, 422
dynamic data, 702
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dynamic elements
Repeat Region behavior, 679, 681
specific regions, 677, 679

Dynamic HTML (DHTML), 235
dynamic images, 674, 676
dynamic tabbed navigation, 171-172
dynamic tables

defined, 703
inserting, 704-705
Recordset Navigation Bar, 705, 707
repeating regions, 702

dynamic text, 673-674
dynamic web pages, 526-528

E
Edit Font List dialog box, 70
Edit icon (Assets Panel), 395
Edit URL dialog box, 403
editable attributes, 421, 432-433
editable regions

adding, 425-427
combining with optional regions, 438
content, 428-430
defined, 421
Warn When Placing Editable Regions Within

<p> or <h1> to <h6> tags, Web:857
editable tag attribute, 430-432
editing

assets, 402-403
CSS files in Code view, 225
images, 87, 495-496, 498
library items, 455-456
links, 403
server-side includes (SSIs), 460

editors
preferences, Web:870-Web:872
Quick Tag Editor, 28
specifying, 492-494

effects, 769

effects 813



Effects behaviors
Appear/Fade, 304
Blind, 304-305
Grow/Shrink, 306-307
Highlight, 307-308
Shake, 308-309
Slide, 309-310
Squish, 311

em tag, Web:857
email links, assigning, 95-96
embedded SELECT statement, 640
embedding

audio files, 486-488
Flash Video, 482-484
video, 471-475

Enable PDF Embedding screen (Site
Administration dialog), 384

enabling
Contribute compatibility, 368-369
Design Notes, 339-340
file Check In and Check Out, 334-336
related files, Web:856
Welcome Screen, Web:856

encoding, 59, 479-481
enctype, 266
entering paragraphs, Web:857
environment variables, 459
error messages, creating, 737, 739
event behaviors, 293-294
EXP( ) function, 635
Expanded Tables mode, 176-177
expanding panels, 44
expressions (SQL), 627-628
extensibility of databases, 534
Extensible Markup Language (XML), 748
eXtensible Stylesheet Language, 766
extensions

Adobe Exchange, Web:838, Web:842-Web:843
distribution, Web:840-Web:842
documentation, Web:839
installing, Web:840-Web:842
Macromedia Extension Installation (MXI),

Web:840-Web:842
sharing, Web:838-Web:842
submitting, Web:842-Web:843

Extensions category (CSS Rule Definition dialog
box), 212

external CSS file, 186
external editors, specifying, 492-494
external links, verifying, 139
external style sheet (CSS) classes

background options, 204
block options, 205, 207-208
border options, 209
box options, 208
list options, 210
positioning options, 210, 212
type options, 203-204

F
failed search results, 725
Favorites

Assets panel, 400, 404-406
Insert panel, 39

Fieldsets, adding to web pages, 285-286
file compare program, Web:868-Web:870
file DSN, 538
File Field form object, 282
file management

Check In and Check Out, 332-339
Subversion Control, 359-360, 362
Visual SourceSafe, 352-356
WebDav, 356-357, 359

file status, setting with Design Notes, 340-341
File tab (Image Preview dialog), 504
file type preferences, Web:870-Web:872
file view columns, sharing in Design Notes,

345-346
files

cloaking, 122, 136-137
comparing, Web:868-Web:870
dirty dot, 12
enabled related files, Web:856
getting, 107
moving, 129
names, 56
opening, 12
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paths, 13
putting, 107
read-only files, warn when opening, Web:856
Related Files Bar, 8, 12-13
rolling back, 352
scanning, 396
snapshot of file structure, 117
storing locally, 18
synchronizing, 134-136
Tabbed File Chooser, 12-13
transferring

via FTP, 131-132
via Get/Put, 132

updating links when moving files, Web:856
Files panel

Check In/Check Out, 128
Connect, 128
Expand/Collapse, 129
File menu, 127
Folder/File window, 129
Get/Put, 128
Refresh, 128
Repository Files View, 131
Site Files View, 130
Status bar, 129
Synchronize, 128
Testing Server View, 131
view columns options, 124-125
View menu, 127
View Site FTP Log, 130

filtering search results, 717-718, 720-724
Find and Replace dialog, 407-411
Fireworks

features, 491
HTML, 509, 511
image optimization, 502
image placeholders, 500-501
image editing, 495-496, 498
Optimize Image dialog, 504
PNG files, 494
rollover buttons, 508-509
trial version, 492
web photo albums, 511-513
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First Normal Form, 591
Flash, 531

accessibility, Web:821-Web:822
Assets panel, 395
audio, 485
roundtrip Flash editing, 520-521
trial version, 492

Flash movies
Control Shockwave behavior, 518-520
inserting, 514, 516-517
parameters, 517-518
Properties Inspector properties, 515, 517
SWF behavior, 518-520

Flash Video, 470-471, 479-484
Flash Video Encoder program, 479-481
Flash Video Kit, 482
Flickr website, 763
Flip4Mac WMV components for QuickTime, 468
floating frames, Web:915-Web:916
FLOOR( ) function, 635
FLV video format, 470-472, 479-484
folders

Assets folder, 396
Cloak feature, 396
Configuration folder, Web:826
Favorites, organizing, 405-406
local root folder, 117
Objects folder, Web:826
snapshot of folder structure, 117
Templates folder, 126-127, 425

fonts
families, 70
preferences, Web:872-Web:873
selecting, 70-71

foreign keys, 590
form fields (Spry)

Validation Checkbox, 789-790
Validation Select, 787-788
Validation Text Field, 784-786
Validation Textarea, 788-789

form objects
accessibility options, 267
adding to web page, 267

form objects 815



Buttons, 277, 279
check boxes269, 271
Drop Down Menu, 274, 276-277
Fieldsets, 285-286
File Field, 282
Hidden Field, 282-283
Image Field, 280-281
Listbox, 274, 276-277
Multi Line Text Field, 269
Radio Buttons, 272, 274
Text Field, 267, 269

formatting
code, Web:861-Web:863
images, 85, 87-88
tables, 154-156

alignment, 161
Autostretch, 177
borders, 162
cell padding, 161
cells, merging, 167-169
cells, resizing, 165-167
cells, splitting, 167-169
columns, 156-157
rows, 156-157
Table ID attribute, 156

text
alignment, 73
color, 71-72
headings, 68
indentation, 75
line breaks, 65-66
paragraph breaks, 66
retaining preformatted text, 68
special characters, 77-78
styles, 73
typeface, 69-71

forms
accessibility, Web:819-Web:820
actions, 264
adding to web page, 264-267
classes, 265
defined, 261
enctype, 266

form objects, 262-263
inserting form objects, 36
Jump Menu, 283-285
labels, associating, 287-288
MIME encoding types, 266
My Account form, 694, 696, 698
naming, 264
POST method, 265
properties, 264-265
target, 264
testing, 279-280
text boxes, 262
Validate Form behavior, 322-324
validating, 689-690, 783-784

framed websites, Web:893-Web:894,
Web:898-Web:899

frames
accessibility, Web:820, Web:896
advantages of, Web:895-Web:896
alternate content, Web:916
attributes, adjusting, Web:901
bookmarks, Web:896
border properties, Web:905
borders, Web:901, Web:905
development history, Web:893
disadvantages of, Web:896-Web:897
floating frames, Web:915-Web:916
header.gif image, adding header frame,

Web:909, Web:911
IFrames, Web:915-Web:916
margin properties, Web:905
name properties, Web:903-Web:904
page properties, Web:902-Web:903
printing, Web:896
resizing, Web:894, Web:904, Web:908
saving, Web:911, Web:913
screen readers, Web:896
scroll properties, Web:904
targeting, Web:914-Web:915
targeting frames, Web:913-Web:914
unsupported browsers, targeting,

Web:916-Web:917
Frames panel, 47, Web:897
Frameset Property Inspector, Web:906
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framesets
alternative methods for creating,

Web:899-Web:901
attributes, adjusting, Web:906
border properties, Web:907
creating, Web:899-Web:901
defined, Web:894
frames, removing, Web:901
prebuilt, 54, Web:898-Web:899
saving, Web:911, Web:913
size properties, Web:907-Web:908

freezing JavaScript, 17
FTP client, 107
full page refreshes, 768
functions

ABS( ), 635
arithmetic functions, 635
AVG( ), 634
CEIL( ), 635
CHR( ), 636
CONCAT( ), 636
COS( ), 635
COSH( ), 635
COUNT( ), 631, 633
date and time, 631-632
DATE( ), 632
DATEADD( ), 632
EXP( ), 635
FLOOR( ), 635
INITCAP( ), 636
LENGTH( ), 636
LN( ), 635
LOG( ), 635
LOWER( ), 636
LPAD( ), 636
LTRIM( ), 636
MAX( ), 634-635
MIN( ), 634-635
MOD( ), 635
parameters, 632
POWER( ), 635
REPLACE( ), 636
RPAD( ), 636
RTRIM( ), 636
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SIGN( ), 635
SIN( ), 635
SINH( ), 635
SORT( ), 635
string functions, 636
SUBSTR( ), 636
SUM( ), 633
TAN( ), 635
TANH( ), 635
UPPER( ), 636

G
general preferences, Web:855-Web:857
GET method, 265-266
getting files, 107, 132
GIFs, 82
globalizing search functionality, 726-727
Go To ASP data object, 702
Go to URL behavior, 311
Google Maps, 763
> (greater-than) operator, 629
>= (greater-than-or-equal-to) operator, 629
GROUP BY clause, 623-624
Grow/Shrink behavior, 306-307
guard pages, 381

H
H space, 87
<h1> to <h6> tags, Web:857
header.gif image, adding to header frame,

Web:909, Web:911
headers for tables, 151
headings, applying to text, 68
height of images, 86
Helix Proxy, 469
Helix Server, 469
Help, 50, 54
Hidden Field form object, 282-283
hidden panels, 45

hidden panels 817



Hide Pop-Up Menu behavior, 327
hiding

tabs, Web:855
visual aids, 22

Highlight behavior, 307-308
highlighting preferences, Web:874
hints, Web:864-Web:865
History panel, 47, 411-412
history steps, Web:857
horizontal alignment for table cells, 169-170
horizontal rule, 80, 82
host provider, 113
hosting web applications, 544
HTML

client-side development, 530
defined, 764
inserting into Fireworks, 509, 511
tags

<b>, Web:857
CSS styles, redefining as, 217
<div>, 251-252, 255
<em>, Web:857
<h1> to <h6>, Web:857
<i>, Web:857
<iframe*>, Web:916
<iLayer>, 236
<layer>, 236
<noframes*>, Web:917
<p>, Web:857
Quick Tag Editor, 28
server tags, 459-460
<strong>, Web:857

versus CSS, 190-192
HTML documents, creating, 10
HTML file (objects), Web:826
HTML forms, 261, 269
HTML pages, creating, 55-56, 58
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 748
HTTP address, 117
Hyperlink dialog box, 94
hyperlinks

active link, 58
adding, 91
Assets panel, 395

assigning to email, 95-96
assigning to images, 96-97
case-sensitive links, 117
editing, 403
image maps, 97-98, 100-101
images, 86
named anchors, 99, 101
paths, 92
renaming, 140
targets, 93
text links, 93-95
updating when moving files, Web:856
validating, 129-130
verifying, 138-140
visited links, 58

HyperText Markup Language, 764
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 748

I
<i> tag, Web:857
ID selectors, 188-189
identifying unauthenticated users, 739-741
IDs for AP Elements, 240, 244
<iframe*> tag, Web:916
IFrames, Web:915-Web:916
IIS (Internet Information Services) web server,

545-549
<iLayer> tag, 236
Image Field form object, 280-281
image file (objects), Web:826
image maps, 22, 87, 97-98, 100-101,

Web:818-Web:819
image optimization, 502, 505-507
Image Placeholders, 88-89, 500-501
Image Preview dialog

File Tab, 504
options, 505-507
Options Tab, 502-503

images
accessibility, Web:817-Web:818
aligning text around, 88
Assets panel, 395
background images, 61

Hide Pop-Up Menu behavior818



borders, 87
browsing with Adobe Bridge, 498, 500
cropping, 87
dynamic images, 674, 676
editing, 87, 495-496, 498
formatting, 85, 87-88
H space, 87
height, 86
ID, 86
inserting, 83, 85
links, 86, 96-97
rollover images, 90-91
roundtrip graphics editing, 87
size, 86
spacer images, Web:818
src, 86
thumbnails, 86
type of, selecting, 82-83
V space, 87
width, 86

importing
connection keys into Dreamweaver, 387-388
tabular data, 177, 180

IN operator, 640
Inconsistent Region Names, 445
indenting text, 75
INITCAP( ) function, 636
initializeUI( ) function, Web:837
inline CSS file, 186
inline frames, Web:915-Web:916
inner joins, 637-638
Insert Fireworks HTML feature, 509, 511
Insert icon (Assets Panel), 395
Insert panel, 32-39
INSERT statement, 625-626
inserting

AP Elements, 237-238
assets

into documents, 399
into web pages, 399

content into AP Elements, 238
data objects, 37
dynamic tables, 704-705
Flash movies into documents, 514-517
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form objects, 36
form objects into web pages

Button, 277, 279
check boxes, 269, 271
Drop Down Menu, 274, 276-277
Fieldsets, 285-286
File Field, 282
Hidden Field, 282-283
Image Field, 280-281
Listbox, 274, 276-277
Radio Buttons, 272, 274
Text Field, 267, 269

forms into web pages, 264-267
header.gif image in header frame, Web:909,

Web:911
horizontal rule, 80, 82
images, 83, 85, 90-91
Jump Menus into web page, 283-285
line breaks, 65
objects, Web:856
special characters, 77-78
Spry objects, 37-38
tables, 149, 152
text objects, 38-39
time and date, 79-80

installing
ColdFusion, 563-564
Contribute, 366-368
extensions, Web:840-Web:842
file compare software, Web:869-Web:870
IIS, 547-548
MAMP, 553-554
Microsoft Access, 593
MySQL, 598-600
PHP, 571-572
SQL Server 2008 Express, 594-596
XAMPP, 550

integrating SQL search, 714
interacting with panels, 42, 44
interface

Document window, 10-11
new features, 9
OWL (Operating system Widget Library), 9
Welcome screen, 10-11

interface 819



International Center for Disability Resources on
the Internet, Web:802

Internet Information Services (IIS) web server,
545-549

invisible elements
preferences, Web:875-Web:876
visual aids, 23

J
Java applets and accessibility, Web:821-Web:822
JavaScript, 767-768

behaviors, 292
client-side development, 531
code hints, 9
disabling, 18
freezing, 17

JavaScript file (objects), Web:826
JAWS for Windows screen reader, Web:896
joins

defined, 636
inner joins, 637-638
outer joins, 638-639

JPEGs, 83
jQuery code hints, 9
.js files, creating, Web:838
JSP, 532
Jump Menu behavior, 312-315
Jump Menu Go behavior, 313-315
Jump Menus, 283-285

K
keyboard shortcuts

configuring, Web:884
setting, Web:883-Web:886

keys (databases)
candidate keys, 589
defined, 588
foreign keys, 590
primary keys, 589

L
labels, associating with form element, 287-288
launching Contribute Administrator site, 370
layer tag, 236
Layout CSS, 53
Layout list, 53
layouts

built-in CSS page layouts, 257-260
tables, 150
workspace layouts, 48-49

LCK files, 351-352
LENGTH( ) function, 636
< (less-than) operator, 629
<= (less-than-or-equal-to) operator, 630
library items

adding to web pages, 454-455
Assets panel, 396, 450-451
blank library items, 451-452
converting existing elements to library

items, 453-454
creating, 451-454
defined, 448
deleting, 457-458
editing, 455-456
features, 448
moving, 457
renaming, 456-457
setup and maintenance, 419
templates, 448-449

LIKE operator, 630
line breaks, 65-66
linking

audio files, 486
video, 472

links
active link, 58
adding, 91
Assets panel, 395
assigning to email, 95-96
assigning to images, 96-97
case-sensitive links, 117
editing, 403
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image maps, 97-98, 100-101
images, 86
named anchors, 99, 101
paths, 92
renaming, 140
targets, 93
text links, 93-95
updating when moving files, Web:856
validating, 129-130
verifying, 138-140
visited links, 58

lists
adding to web pages, 274, 276-277
definition lists, 77
ordered lists, 76
unordered lists, 75

Live Code View, 8, 14, 16-17
Live View, 8, 14, 16-17
LN( ) function, 635
Local Info, 117-118
local root folder, 117
Log In User behavior, 732-733
LOG( ) function, 635
logging out users, 741-742
login pages

authentication, 730-731
creating, 730-731
custom error messages, 737, 739
Log In User behavior, 732-733
testing, 733-734

longdesc attributeWeb:813
LOWER( ) function, 636
LPAD( ) function, 636
LTRIM( ) function, 636
Lynx browser, Web:807-Web:809, Web:811

M
Macromedia Extension Installation (MXI),

Web:840-Web:842
Macromedia Fireworks, 491
mailto links, 95-96
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MAMP web server
configuring, 554-556
features, 552
installing, 553-554

Manage Site dialog box, 108-109
Manage Sites dialog box, 108-109, 396
Management Studio, 596-598
Management Studio Express, 646
managing

assets, 400-402
database relationships, 587-588
sites

advanced options, 144
cloaking files, 136-137
files, transferring, 131-132
links, renaming, 140
links, verifying, 138-140
site reports, creating, 141-143
synchronizing local and remote files,

134-136
managing sites, 127
many-to-many relationship, 588
mapping template regions, 444-446
margin properties of frames, Web:905
markup

printing, 26
removing template markup, 446-447
validating, 23-24

Master Detail Page Set data object, 703,
709-711

master Spry regions, 776
MAX( ) function, 634-635
media elements, 531
media players

Apple QuickTime, 468-470
Flip4Mac WMV components for 

QuickTime, 468
functionality, 471
RealMedia, 477
RealPlayer, 468-469
Windows Media Player, 468, 470

Menu bar, 49-50
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menus
adding to web pages, 274, 276-277
context menus, 13
Jump Menus, 283-285

merging cells, 167-169
metadata, 764
methods

Draw AP Element, 238
GET, 265-266
POST, 266

Microsoft Access
deploying, 594
features, 535, 592
file manager, 594
installing, 593
website, 535

Microsoft Office, 535
Microsoft SQL Server

database management system (DBMS), 536
features, 535-536
website, 536

Microsoft Transact-SQL, 537
Microsoft Windows Media Player, 468, 470
Microsoft Windows Media Server, 470
Microsoft’s MSDN Library website, Web:894
MIME encoding types for forms, 266
MIN( ) function, 634-635
minimizing panel group, 44
minus (–) operator, 629
MOD( ) function, 635
modifying

cell properties in tables, 163-164
frame properties

border, Web:905
margin, Web:905
name, Web:903-Web:904
page, Web:902-Web:903
scroll, Web:904

frameset properties, Web:906
border, Web:907
size, Web:907-Web:908

page properties, 56
appearance, 57-58
encoding, 59-61
title, 59-61

MOV audio format, 485
MOV video format, 472
moving

files, 129
library items, 457

MP3 audio format, 485
MPG video format, 472
MSDE databases, 651, 653
Multi Line Text Field form object, 269
multimedia accessibility, Web:821-Web:822
multiplication (*) operator, 629
music, 488-489
MXI (Macromedia Extension Installation),

Web:840-Web:842
My Account page (Web Store application), 694,

696, 698
MySQL

deploying, 600
DSNs, connecting to, 653-654
features, 536-537, 592-593
installing, 598-600
MySQL Administrator, 600-602
PHP

configuring, 603, 605
connecting to PHP web applications,

661-662
website, 537

MySQL Query Browser, 646

N
name properties of frames, Web:903-Web:904
Named Anchor dialog box, 99
named anchors, 99, 101
naming

forms, 264
sites, 117

naming conventions, 56
natural language, Web:822
navigation and skip navigation functionality,

Web:822
navigation bars, 102, 104

menus822



nesting
AP Elements, 245-246
tables, 151, 175-176
templates, 440-441

Netscape, Web:893
New CSS Rule dialog box, 201
New Document dialog box, 52-54
new features, 8-9, 12-13
New Pages screen (Site Administration 

dialog), 382
New User Registration page (Web Store 

application) 686-689, 693-694, 742-743
NFC (Normalization Form Canonical

Composition, 60
NFD (Normalization Form Canonical

Decomposition), 60
NFKD (Normalization Form Compatibility

Decomposition), 60
<noframes*> tag, Web:917
non-breaking space

allowing multiple consecutive spaces,
Web:857

inserting, 78
normalization

defined, 590-591
Domain/Key Normal Form, 591
First Normal Form, 591
Second Normal Form, 591
Third Normal Form, 591

NOT operator, 630

O
objects

application objects, 701
Configuration folder, Web:826
defined, Web:825
elements of, Web:826-Web:827
HTML file, Web:826
image file, Web:826
inserting, Web:856
JavaScript file, Web:826
location of, Web:826
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Objects folder, Web:826
objectTag( ) function, Web:827
page titles, Web:827
predeveloped objects, Web:826
structure of, Web:826
sup, Web:827, Web:829
user interface, Web:827

Objects folder, Web:826
objectTag( ) function, Web:827
ODBC Data Source Administrator, 655
ODBC drivers, 538, 648-649
Office, 535
offscreen rendering, Web:858
onBlur behavior, 296
onClick behavior, 296
onDblClick behavior, 296
one-to-many relationship, 588
one-to-one relationship, 588
onFocus behavior, 296
onLoad behavior, 297
onMouseDown behavior, 296
onMouseOut behavior, 296
onMouseOver behavior, 296
onMouseUp behavior, 296
onUnLoad behavior, 297
Open Browser Window behavior, 315-317
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), 538
opening

Assets panel, 394
Bridge, 25
Code Navigator, 226
documents, 25, 52
documents in tabs, Web:855
Dreamweaver, 10
files, 12

Operating system Widget Library (OWL), 9
operators

& (ampersand), 628
AND, 630
defined, 629
/ (divide), 629
> (greater-than), 629
>= (greater-than-or-equal-to), 629

operators 823



IN operator, 640
< (less-than), 629
<= (less-than-or-equal-to), 630
LIKE, 630
% (multiple character), 631
* (multiplication), 629
– (minus), 629
NOT, 630
OR, 630

optimizing images, 502-504
optional regions

adding, 436-438
combining with editable regions, 438
defined, 421
properties, 439-440

Options tab (Image Preview dialog), 502-503
OR operator, 630
ORDER BY clause, 622-623
ordered lists, 76
organizing

assets, 405-406
favorites, 405-406

orphaned files, 139
outer joins, 638-639
overlaps in AP Elements, 244-245
OWL (Operating system Widget Library), 9

P
<p> tag, Web:857
Page Properties dialog box

Appearance option, 57-58
categories, 56-57
Title/Encoding option, 59-61
Tracing Image option, 61

page properties of frames, Web:902-Web:903
page titles, 18, Web:827, Web:831
page types, 53-54
pagination features, adding to websites, 676
paging, 676-677
Panel Options menu (Assets panel), 395

panels
AP Elements, 45, 242, 244
Application panel group, 45
Assets panel

Add to Favorites icon, 395
adding assets to Favorites, 404
Asset Category Selector, 395-396
Assets List, 395
color assets, 407
customizing, 400
Edit icon, 395
editing assets, 402-403
Favorites, 400
how it works, 396-397
Insert icon, 395
inserting assets, 399
Library Items category, 450-451
managing assets, 400-402
opening, 394
organizing assets, 405-406
overview, 393-394
Panel Options menu, 395
Preview, 395
Refresh icon, 395
refreshing, 397-398
Site/Favorite View, 395
Templates category, 441-443
URL assets, 407

Behaviors, 47, 292-296
closing, 44
Code Inspector, 47
collapsing, 44
Components panel

Add Component option, 750
Component Type option, 750
Component window, 750
Refresh option, 750
Remove Component option, 750
web services, 749-750

CSS Styles panel, 45, 195-199
expanding, 44
Files panel

Check In/Check Out, 128
Connect, 128

operators824



Expand/Collapse, 129
File menu, 127
Folder/File window, 129
Get/Put, 128
Refresh, 128
Repository Files View, 131
Site Files View, 130
Status bar, 129
Synchronize, 128
Testing Server View, 131
view columns options, 124-125
View menu, 127
View Site FTP Log, 130

Frames panel, 47, Web:897
hidden panels, 45
History panel, 47, 411-412
Insert panel, 32-39
interacting with, 42, 44
minimizing panel group, 44
restoring panel group, 44
Results panel, 47
Snippets panel, 46
Tag Inspector panel group, 46

paragraphs
breaks, 66
entering, Web:857

parameters
Flash movies, 517-518
functions, 632
search results

ASP, 720-723
ColdFusion, 723-724
PHP, 720-723

partial page refreshes, 768
passing parameters into video files, 475-478
Passive FTP, 119
Paste button (Standard toolbar), 26
Paste Special option, 62
Pasting text into web page, 61-62, 65
paths, 13, 92
photo albums, 511-513
Photoshop

Dreamweaver integration features, 491
features, 491
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image editing, 495-496, 498
image optimization, 502
integration with Dreamweaver, 9
Smart Objects, 9
trial version, 492

PHP
features available in Dreamweaver,

533-534, 575
installing, 571-572
MySQL, 603, 605
MySQL databases, 661-662
overview, 570
parameters, 720-723

PHP pages
configuring, 573-575
creating, 572-573

PL/SQL, 537
placeholders, 500
Play Sound behavior, 326-327
plugins, disabling, 18
PNG files, 83, 494
positioning

CSS-P, 247
tables, 150

POST method, 265-266
POWER( ) function, 635
prebuilt CSS, 54, 258
prebuilt framesets, 54, Web:898-Web:899
predeveloped objects, Web:826
preferences

accessibility preferences, Web:857-Web:858
AP Elements, Web:858-Web:860
code

Code Coloring, Web:860-Web:861
Code Format, Web:861-Web:863
Code Hints, Web:864-Web:865
Code Rewriting, Web:865-Web:866

copy/paste, Web:866-Web:867
CSS Styles, Web:867-Web:868
documents, 54, Web:876-Web:877
editors, Web:870-Web:872
file compare program, Web:868-Web:870
file types, Web:870-Web:872
fonts, Web:872-Web:873

preferences 825



general preferences, Web:855-Web:857
highlighting, Web:874
invisible elements, Web:875-Web:876
Preview in Browser, Web:877-Web:879
site management, Web:879-Web:880
status bar, Web:880-Web:882
Validator, Web:882-Web:883

Preferences dialog, Web:853-Web:855
preformatted text, retaining, 68
Preload Images behavior, 317
presentation tier (web applications), 529-530
preventing overlaps in AP Elements, 244-245
Preview (Assets Panel), 395
Preview in Browser, 15
Preview pane, 53
primary keys, 589
printing

code, 26
frames, Web:896
markup, 26

progressive downloading of web-based video, 467
properties

of frames
adjusting, Web:901
border, Web:905
margin, Web:905
name, Web:903-Web:904
page, Web:902-Web:903
scroll, Web:904

of framesets
adjusting, Web:906
border, Web:907
size, Web:907-Web:908

of Text Field form objects, 267, 269
optional regions, 439-440

Properties Inspector, 8, 40-41, , 240-242,
515, 517

properties of forms, 264-265
Prototype code hints, 9
pseudo-classes

creating, 221-222
defined, 188

Publisher role, 372

Publishing Server screen (Site Administration
dialog), 379-380

Publishing Services, 379-380
Put option, 132
putting files, 107, 132

Q
queries

defined, 585-586, 618-619
relationships, 644, 646
sorting results in ascending or descending

order, 623
Query Designer, 641-642, 644, 646
Quick Tag Editor, 28
QuickTime, 468-470
QuickTime Broadcaster, 469
QuickTime Movie audio format, 485
QuickTime Player Pro, 469
QuickTime Streaming Server, 470
QuickTime Video format, 469, 472

R
Radio Buttons, 272, 274
RDS (Remote Development Services), 564
read-only files, warn when opening, Web:856
RealAudio audio format, 485
RealMedia files, 477
RealNetworks (Real), 468-469
RealPlayer, 468-469
RealProducer, 468
Recently Modified reports, 350-351
Record commands, 414-415
recording commands, 413
records, deleting, 707, 709
Recordset Navigation Bar data object, 705, 707
recordset paging, 676-677
Recordset Paging data object, 702

preferences826



recordsets
creating, 665-670, 672-673, 689
defined, 618, 701
views, 672-673

redefining HTML tags as CSS styles, 217
redirection pages, 693-694
redo, 412
references and link validation, 129-130
referential integrity, 609
refreshing

Assets panel, 395, 397-398
Components panel, 750

regions
colors, 426
combining editable and optional, 438
editable attributes, 421, 432-433
editable regions

adding, 425-427
combining with optional, 438
content, 428-430
defined, 421

mapping, 444-446
optional regions

combining with editable, 438
defined, 421
properties, 439-440

Repeat Region behavior, 679, 681
repeating regions

adding, 433-438
content, 435-436
defined, 421

showing specific regions, 677, 679
regions (Spry)

binding data to, 777-778
creating, 776-777
defining, 775
repeating, 778-780

registration for users, 683-684, 686-687
Related Files Bar, 8, 12-13
relational databases

history of, 578
managing, 587-588
many-to-many relationship, 588
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one-to-many relationship, 588
one-to-one relationship, 588
queries, 644, 646
server-side development, 531

Remote Development Services (RDS), 564
Remote Info, 118-120
Remove Component option (Components

panel), 750
removing

behaviors, 294
frames from within framesets, Web:901
template markup, 446-447

renaming
library items, 456-457
links, 140

rendering offscreen, Web:858
reopening documents on startup, Web:856
Repeat Region behavior, 679, 681
repeating regions

adding, 433-438
content, 435-436
defined, 421
dynamic tables, 702
search results page, 724-725

repeating Spry regions, 778-780
REPLACE( ) function, 636
replacing image placeholders, 500-501
replaying commands, 413
reports

accessibility, Web:814-Web:816
workflow

Checked Out By reports, 347-348
Design Notes reports, 348-350
generating, 347
Recently Modified reports, 350-351

workflow statistics, 107
Reports command (Site menu), 142
repositioning behaviors, 295
resize handles (AP Elements), 237
resizer behavior, Web:832-Web:836
resizing

AP Elements, 237
cells, 165-167

resizing 827



frames, Web:894, Web:904
images with Image Placeholders, 88-89
tables, 157, 159
windows, 29

resizing frames, Web:908
restoring panel group, 44
restricting access

to New User Registration page, 742-743
to web pages, 734, 736-737

Results panel, 47
retaining preformatted text, 68
rewriting code, Web:865-Web:866
RM video format, 472
Rollbacks screen (Site Administration dialog),

381-382
rolling back

files, 352
web pages, 381-382, 390-391

rollovers
creating, 508-509
images, 90-91
navigation bars, 102, 104

roundtrip editing, 87, 520-521
rows (databases)

defined, 578, 582, 584
formatting, 156-157

rows (tables), 150
RPAD( ) function, 636
RSS feeds, 794-796
RTRIM( ) function, 636
rules for CSS, 186, 199

S
Save As Template dialog, 424
saving

commands, 413
documents, 25
frames, Web:911, Web:913
framesets, Web:911, Web:913
templates, 422, 424-425

scalability of databases, 534

scanning files, 396
scope attribute, Web:814
screen readers, Web:896
scripts

accessibility, Web:819-Web:820
Assets panel, 396

scroll properties of frames, Web:904
search

alternative text, 725-726
databases, 714-718, 720
filtering search results, 717-718, 720-724
GET method, 265
globalizing search functionality, 726-727
parameters

ASP, 720-723
ColdFusion, 723-724
PHP, 720-723

search page, 715-716
search results page

Column Filter, 718
Conditional Expression, 718
creating, 717-718, 720
failed search result, 725-726
Parameter Persistence Method, 718
repeating regions, 724-725
Value, 718

SQL search, integrating, 714
Second Normal Form, 591
Section 508, Web:804-Web:805
security

access levels
creating, 734, 736-737
setting, 745-746

databases, 586-587
login pages

authentication, 730-731
creating, 730-731
Log In User behavior, 732-733
testing, 733-734

overview, 729-730
SELECT statement, 619-621, 640
selecting

AP Elements, 237-238
cells, 154

resizing828



Contribute users, 367-368
Document Type (DTD), 53
images, 82-83
tables, 151, 153
text color, 71-72
text-editing options for Contribute, 370
typeface, 69-71

sending connection keys, 384-385, 387
server behaviors

cookies, Web:845-Web:852
defined, Web:844

server-side development
Active Server Pages (ASP), 532
ASP.NET, 532
business logic, 531
ColdFusion, 533
databases, 531
defined, 528
JSP, 532
PHP, 533-534
versus client-side development, 526-528

server-side includes (SSIs)
adding, 458, 460
defined, 448, 458
editing, 460
features, 459

session variables, 734
Set Nav Bar Image behavior, 317-319
Set Text behavior, 320
setting keyboard shortcuts, Web:883-Web:886
Shake behavior, 308-309
sharing

extensions, Web:838-Web:842
file view columns in Design Notes, 345-346

Shockwave Director, 517
Shockwave movies, 395
shortcut keys, Web:885
Show Pop-Up Menu behavior, 327
Show-Hide Elements behavior, 320-321
SIGN( ) function, 635
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), 748
SIN( ) function, 635
SINH( ) function, 635
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Site Administration dialog (Contribute)
Administration screen, 378
Compatibility screen, 383
Enable PDF Embedding screen, 384
New Pages screen, 382
Publishing Server screen, 379-380
Rollbacks screen, 381-382
Users and Roles screen, 372-378
Web Server screen, 380-381

site cache, 107
Site Definition dialog box, 396
Site Definition window, 109, 111, 113-114, 116
site maintenance, 419
site management

advanced options, 144
cloaking files, 122-123, 136-137
Contribute, 125-126
defining sites, 106-116
Design Notes, 123-124
Files panel, 127-129
files, transferring, 131-132
HTTP address, 117
links

renaming, 140
validating, 129-130
verifying, 138-140

Local Info, 117-118
local root folder, 117
moving files, 129
naming sites, 117
preferences, Web:879-Web:880
Remote Info, 118-120
site cache, 107
site reports, 107, 141-143
Spry elements, 127
synchronizing local and remote files,

134-136
Templates folder, 126-127
testing server, 120-121

site reports, 107, 141-143
Site Reports dialog box, 143
Site Root Relative paths, 92
site synchronization, 107

site synchronization 829



Site/Favorite View (Assets Panel), 395
size of images, 86
size properties of framesets, modifying,

Web:907-Web:908
sizing

AP Elements, 237
windows, 29

skeleton file, 53
skip navigation functionality, Web:822
Slide behavior, 309-310
Smart Objects, 9
SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration

Language), Web:822
snapshots, 117
Snippets panel, 46
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), 748
SORT( ) function, 635
sorting

query results in ascending or descending
order, 623

tables, 179, 181
sound, 488
source control, 351-356, 359-360, 362
SourceSafe, 9, 351-356
spacer images, Web:818
spaces, allowing multiple consecutive spaces,

Web:857
special characters

inserting, 77
Non-Breaking Space, 78

Specific Tag option (Find and Replace 
dialog), 411

specifying external editors, 492-494
spell check, 79, Web:857
Split Code/Design view, 16
splitting

cells, 167-169
views, 14

Spry
code hints, 9
datasets, 771-772, 774
defined, 768-769
effects, 769
inserting, 37-38

regions
binding data to, 777-778
creating, 776-777
defining, 775
repeating, 778-780

RSS feeds, 794-796
Spry Dataset, 771-775
SpryAssets folder, 768
SpryData.js file, 768
storing, 127
tables, 780-782
widgets

Accordion, 783
defined, 769, 782-783
layout options, 791-793
Validation Checkbox, 789-790
Validation Select, 787-788
Validation Text Field, 784-786
Validation Textarea, 788-789

XML data, 769-775
xpath.js file, 768

SpryData.js file, 768
SQL search, integrating, 714
SQL Server

database management system (DBMS), 536
features, 535-536

SQL Server 2005, 536
SQL Server 2008 Express

deploying, 596
features, 592
installing, 594-596
Management Studio, 596-598

SQL (Structured Query Language)
clauses

defined, 622
GROUP BY clause, 623-624
ORDER BY clause, 622-623
WHERE clause, 622

defined, 617
expressions, 627-628
functions

ABS( ), 635
arithmetic functions, 635
AVG( ), 634

Site/Favorite View (Assets Panel)830



CEIL( ), 635
CHR( ), 636
CONCAT( ), 636
COS( ), 635
COSH( ), 635
COUNT, 631
COUNT( ), 633
date and time, 631-632
DATE( ), 632
DATEADD( ), 632
defined, 631
EXP( ), 635
FLOOR( ), 635
INITCAP( ), 636
LENGTH( ), 636
LN( ), 635
LOG( ), 635
LOWER( ), 636
LPAD( ), 636
LTRIM( ), 636
MAX( ), 634-635
MIN( ), 634-635
MOD( ), 635
parameters, 632
POWER( ), 635
REPLACE( ), 636
RPAD( ), 636
RTRIM( ), 636
SIGN( ), 635
SIN( ), 635
SINH( ), 635
SORT( ), 635
string functions, 636
SUBSTR( ), 636
SUM( ), 633
TAN( ), 635
TANH( ), 635
UPPER( ), 636

history of, 537
joins

defined, 636
inner joins, 637-638
outer joins, 638-639
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operators
& (ampersand), 628
/ (divide), 629
AND, 630
defined, 629
> (greater-than), 629
>= (greater-than-or-equal-to), 629
IN operator, 640
< (less-than), 629
<= (less-than-or-equal-to), 630
LIKE, 630
% (multiple character), 631
* (multiplication), 629
– (minus), 629
NOT, 630
OR, 630

PL/SQL, 537
queries

defined, 618-619
relationships, 644, 646
sorting results in ascending or 

descending order, 623
recordsets, 618
statements

defined, 617
DELETE, 627
INSERT, 625-626
SELECT, 619-621, 640
UPDATE, 626-627

subqueries
defined, 639
IN operator, 640
SELECT statement, 640

Transact-SQL, 537
Squish behavior, 311
src, 86
SSIs (server-side includes)

adding, 458, 460
defined, 458
editing, 460
features, 459
server tags, 459-460

Standard toolbar, 12, 25
startup, reopening documents, Web:856

startup, reopening documents 831



statements (SQL)
defined, 617
DELETE, 627
INSERT, 625-626
SELECT, 619-621, 640
UPDATE, 626-627

static web pages and web applications, 526
status bar, 12, 27, Web:880-Web:882
stored procedures, 584-585, 701
storing

files, locally, 18
Spry elements, 127

streaming video, 467
string functions, 636
strong tag, Web:857
Structured Query Language (SQL)

clauses
defined, 622
GROUP BY, 623-624
ORDER BY, 622-623
WHERE, 622

defined, 617
expressions, 627-628
functions

ABS( ), 635
arithmetic functions, 635
AVG( ), 634
CEIL( ), 635
CHR( ), 636
CONCAT( ), 636
COS( ), 635
COSH( ), 635
COUNT, 631
COUNT( ), 633
date and time, 631-632
DATE( ), 632
DATEADD( ), 632
defined, 631
EXP( ), 635
FLOOR( ), 635
INITCAP( ), 636
LENGTH( ), 636
LN( ), 635
LOG( ), 635
LOWER( ), 636

LPAD( ), 636
LTRIM( ), 636
MAX( ), 634-635
MIN( ), 634-635
MOD( ), 635
parameters, 632
POWER( ), 635
REPLACE( ), 636
RPAD( ), 636
RTRIM( ), 636
SIGN( ), 635
SIN( ), 635
SINH( ), 635
SORT( ), 635
string functions, 636
SUBSTR( ), 636
SUM( ), 633
TAN( ), 635
TANH( ), 635
UPPER( ), 636

joins
defined, 636
inner joins, 637-638
outer joins, 638-639

operators
& (ampersand), 628
AND, 630
defined, 629
/ (divide), 629
> (greater-than), 629
>= (greater-than-or-equal-to), 629
IN operator, 640
< (less-than), 629
<= (less-than-or-equal-to), 630
LIKE, 630
% (multiple character), 631
* (multiplication), 629
– (minus), 629
NOT, 630
OR, 630

queries
defined, 618-619
relationships, 644, 646
sorting results in ascending or 

descending order, 623

statements (SQL)832



recordsets, 618
statements

defined, 617
DELETE, 627
INSERT, 625-626
SELECT, 619-621, 640
UPDATE, 626-627

subqueries
defined, 639
IN operator, 640
SELECT statement, 640

style classes
applying, 214-216
creating from HTML tags, 217

Style Rendering toolbar, 12, 26-27
style sheets

AP Elements, designing, 247-251
design-time, 228-229
styles, defining, 186-187

styles, applying to text, 73
submitting extensions, Web:842-Web:843
subqueries

defined, 639
IN operator, 640
SELECT statement, 640

SUBSTR( ) function, 636
Subversion Control, 9, 121, 359-360, 362
SUM( ) function, 633
summary tables, 151
summary attribute, Web:814
support for CSS, 195
Swap Image behavior, 321-322
SWD files, 517
SWF behavior, 518-520
synchronized alternative, Web:821
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language

(SMIL), Web:822
synchronizing files, 134-136
syndicated content (RSS feeds), 793
system DSN, 538
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T
Tabbed File Chooser, 12-13
tabindex attribute, Web:813
Table Cell Property inspector, 164
Table dialog box, 149-151
Table ID Attribute, 156
Table Property inspector, 154
tables (databases)

accessibility, Web:820
alignment, 161
AP Elements, converting from, 255-256
Autostretch, 177
background color, 173
borders, 150, 162
captions, 151
cell padding, 151, 159-161
cell spacing, 151, 159-161
cells

background color, 171-174
converting to header, 174-175
horizontal alignment, 169-170
modifying cell properties, 163-164
vertical alignment, 169-170
wrapping, 171-174

columns, 150, 156-157
defined, 578, 580, 582
Expanded Tables mode, 176-177
formatting, 154-156
headers, 151
inserting, 149, 152
layout, 150
nested, 151
nesting, 175-176
positioning, 150
resizing, 157, 159
rows, 150, 156-157
selecting, 151, 153
sorting, 179, 181
Spry tables, 780, 782
summary, 151
Table ID attribute, 156
tabular data, importing, 177, 180
width, 22, 150, 162-163

tables (databases) 833



tables (Spry), 781
tabs

hiding, Web:855
open documents in tabs, Web:855
showing, Web:855

tabular data, importing, 177, 180
Tag Inspector panel group, 46
Tag Libraries, Web:886-Web:890
Tag Library Editor, Web:886-Web:888
Tag Selector, 27-28
tags

<b>, Web:857
CSS styles, redefining as, 217
<div>, 251-252, 255
<em>, Web:857
<h1> to <h6>, Web:857
<i>, Web:857
<iframe*>, Web:916
<iLayer>, 236
<layer>, 236
<noframes*>, Web:917
<p>, Web:857
Quick Tag Editor, 28
server tags, 459-460
<strong>, Web:857

TAN( ) function, 635
TANH( ) function, 635
targeting content for frame-incompatible

browsers, Web:916-Web:917
targeting frames, Web:913-Web:915
targets, assigning to links, 93
teamwork

Design Notes
customizing, 342-343
enabling, 339-340
features, 123-124
setting status of files, 340-341
viewing, 343-344

File Check In and Check Out, 332-339
file view column sharing, 345-346
Subversion Control, 359-360, 362
Visual SourceSafe, 351-356
WebDAV, 356-359

workflow site reports
Checked Out By reports, 347-348
Design Notes reports, 348-350
generating, 347
Recently Modified reports, 350-351

Template folder, 425
templates

applying to existing web pages, 444
Assets panel, 396, 441-443
creating, 422-425
default document, 447
defined, 420-421
deleting, 443
editable tag attribute, 430-432
features, 420-421
library items, 448-449
nesting, 440-441
regions

colors, 426
combining editable and optional 

regions, 438
editable attributes, 421, 432-433
editable regions, 421, 425-430
mapping, 444-446
optional regions, 421, 439-440
repeating regions, 421

removing template markup, 446-447
saving, 422, 424-425
setup and maintenance, 419
visual aids, 426
web pages, 427-428

Templates folder, 126-127
testing

forms, 279-280
login pages, 733-734
web service calculator, 752-753

testing server, 18, 120-121
text

aligning, 73
aligning text around images, 88
centering, Web:857
color, 71-72
copying into web page, 61-62
double-byte text, Web:856
dragging into web page, 65
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dynamic text, 673-674
formatting

line breaks, 65-66
paragraph breaks, 66
preformatted text, retaining, 68

headings, 68
indenting, 75
links, 93-95
lists, 75-77
special characters, 77-78
spell-checking, 79
styles, applying, 73
typeface, 69-71

text boxes (forms), 262
Text Color palette, 72
Text Field form object, 267, 269
text objects, inserting, 38-39
text-editing in Contribute, 370, 389-390
text-only pages, Web:823
TextWrangler, Web:869
Third Normal Form, 591
thumbnails, 86
tiers (web applications)

application tier, 529
data tier, 530
defined, 528
presentation tier, 529-530

time functions, 631-632
time-stamping, 79-80
Timeline behavior, 327
title attribute, Web:813
Title Bar, 15
titles (pages), 18
toolbars

Document Toolbar, 12, 14
Standard Toolbar, 12, 25-26
Style Rendering Toolbar, 12, 26-27

tracing images, 182
Transact-SQL, 537
transferring files

via FTP, 131-132
via Get/Put, 132

triggers, 585
TWDiff, Web:869-Web:870
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type selectors
creating, 201-210, 212-213
defined, 189

typeface, selecting, 69-71

U
UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and

Integration service), 748
unauthenticated users, identifying, 739-741
undo

History panel, 412
Redo button (Standard toolbar), 26
Undo button (Standard toolbar), 26

Unicode normalization, 60
unordered lists, 75
Update Files dialog box, 129
UPDATE statement, 626-627
updating

links when moving files, Web:856
user information, 698, 700-701

uploading web pages, 107
UPPER( ) function, 636
URLs, 407
usability, Web:802
UsableNet, Web:816-Web:817
user authentication, 703
user DSN, 538
user interface

behaviors, Web:832
Document window, 10-11
new features, 9
objects, Web:827
OWL (Operating system Widget Library), 9
Welcome screen, 10-11

user sessions, 734
users

adding, 690-692
registration page, 683-684, 686-687
updating information, 698, 700-701

Users and Roles screen (Site Administration
dialog), 372-374, 376, 378

Users and Roles screen (Site Administration dialog) 835



V
V space, 87
Validate Form behavior, 322-324, 689-690
validating

CSS, 227
links, 129-130
form fields, 783-784
forms, 689-690
links, 129-130
markup, 23-24

Validation Checkbox Spry widget, 789-790
Validation Select Spry widget, 787-788
Validation Text Field Spry widget, 784-786
Validation Textarea Spry widget, 788-789
Validator preferences, Web:882-Web:883
validators, 23
verifying links, 138-140
versioning

Concurrent Versions System (CVS), 353
Subversion Control, 9, 121, 359-360, 362
Visual SourceSafe, 9, 351-356
WebDAV, 9

vertical alignment for table cells, 169-170
video

analog, 466
converting into RealVideo format, 468
digital, 466
embedding, 471-475
linking, 472
passing parameters into video files, 475-478
synchronized alternative, Web:821
web-based video

direct download, 467
Flash Video, 470-471
media players, 468-471
problems with, 466
progressive download, 467
streaming, 467
viewing, 468

video formats
AVI, 472
FLV, 470-472, 479-484

MOV, 472
MPG, 472
QuickTime Video format, 469, 472
RM, 472
WMV, 472

viewing
Design Notes, 343-344
web-based video, 468

views
Code view, 14
Design view, 14
Live Code View, 14
Live View, 14
recordsets, 672-673
splitting, 14

views (databases), 585-586
visibility of AP Elements, 241, 244
visited links, 58
visual aids

AP Elements, 22
borders, 22
defined, 22
hiding, 22
image maps, 22
invisible elements, 23
templates, 426

Visual SourceSafe, 9, 351-356
VoiceOver for Mac screen reader, Web:896

W
W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), Web:802
W3C Web Accessibility Initiative website,

Web:815
WAI (Web Accessibility Initiative), Web:803
Warn when opening read-only files, Web:856
Warn When Placing Editable Regions Within

<p> or <h1> to <h6> tags, Web:857
WAV audio format, 485
WCAG (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines),

Web:803-Web:805
Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI), Web:803

V space836



web applications
ASP

DSN-less connections, 657-658
DSNs, connecting to, 653-656

client-side development
CSS, 530
defined, 526
HTML, 530
JavaScript, 531
media elements, 531

ColdFusion, 658, 660-661
databases

Access, 535
choosing, 534
data source names (DSNs), 538
MySQL, 536-537
relational databases, 531
SQL, 537
SQL Server, 535-536

defined, 525
dynamic images, 674, 676
dynamic text, 673-674
dynamic web pages, 526-528
example, 538-540
hosting, 544
PHP, 661-662
server-side development

Active Server Pages (ASP), 532
ASP.NET, 532
business logic, 531
ColdFusion, 533
defined, 528
JSP, 532
PHP, 533-534

static web pages, 526
tiers

application tier, 529
data tier, 530
defined, 528
presentation tier, 529-530

value of, 530
web browsers

AP Elements, 234-236
checking browser compatibility, 24-25
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CSS support, 194-195
frame compatibility, Web:916-Web:917
Lynx, Web:807-Web:809, Web:811
Preview in Browser, 15
validating markup, 23-24
web page preferences, Web:877-Web:879

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG),
Web:803-Web:805

web host provider, 113
web methods, 747
web pages

applying templates to existing web 
pages, 444

browser preferences, Web:877-Web:879
creating from a template, 427-428, 443
Download Time indicator, 29-30
library items, 454-455
rolling back, 381-382, 390-391
server-side includes (SSIs), 458, 460
uploading, 107

web photo albums, 511
web server

Apache, 545
choosing, 544-545
Internet Information Services (IIS)

configuring, 548-549
features, 545-546
installing, 547-548

MAMP
configuring, 554-556
features, 552
installing, 553-554

XAMPP
configuring, 550-552
features, 550
installing, 550

Web Server screen (Site Administration dialog),
380-381

web services
ASP.NET, 749, 751-752
calculator web service

consuming, 754-757
creating, 750-752
testing, 752-753

web services 837



ColdFusion server model, 757-761
Company Events web service, 757-761
Components panel, 749-750
database interaction, 757-761
defined, 747
development, 748
Dreamweaver integration, 749-750
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 748
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), 748
UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and

Integration service), 748
web methods, 747
WSDL (Web Services Definition 

Language), 748
XML, 748

Web Services Definition Language (WSDL), 748
Web Standards Project website, Web:803
Web Store application

Employees table
new employees, 684-685
updating, 698, 701
users, inserting, 690, 692

My Account page, 694, 696, 698
New User Registration page, 686-689,

693-694
records, 707, 709
recordsets, creating, 665-670, 672-673
security, 729
Validate Form behavior, 689-690

web-based video
direct download, 467
Flash Video, 470-471
media players

Apple QuickTime, 468-470
Flip4Mac WMV components for

QuickTime, 468
functionality, 471
RealPlayer, 468-469
Windows Media Player, 468, 470

problems with, 466
progressive download, 467
streaming, 467
viewing, 468

web-safe color palette, 71

WebDAV, 9, 356-357, 359
websites

CSS support, 195
CSS validation, 227
Flickr, 763
Microsoft Access, 535
Microsoft Office, 593
Microsoft SQL Server, 536
MySQL, 537
WebAIM, Web:814
Web Standards Project, Web:803
W3C Accessibility Initiative, Web:815

Welcome screen, 10-11, Web:856
WHERE clause, 622
widgets (Spry)

Accordion, 783
defined, 769, 782-783
layout options, 791-793
Validation Checkbox, 789-790
Validation Select, 787-788
Validation Text Field, 784-786
Validation Textarea, 788-789

width
of images, 86
of tables, 22, 150, 162-163

WindDIFF program, Web:869
window resizer behavior, Web:832
windows

Code Block, Web:847
Document window, 10-11
resizing, 29

Windows Media audio format, 485
Windows Media Player, 468, 470
Windows Media Server, 470
WMV video format, 472
workflow

Assets panel
Add to Favorites icon, 395
adding assets to Favorites, 404
Asset Category Selector, 395-396
Assets List, 395
color assets, 407
customizing, 400

web services838



Edit icon, 395
editing assets, 402-403
Favorites, 400
how it works, 396-397
Insert icon, 395
inserting assets, 399
managing assets, 400-402
opening, 394
organizing assets, 405-406
overview, 393-394
Panel Options menu, 395
Preview, 395
Refresh icon, 395
refreshing, 397-398
Site/Favorite View, 395
URL assets, 407

customizing, Web:853-Web:883
workflow site reports

Checked Out By reports, 347-348
Design Notes reports, 348-350
generating, 347
Recently Modified reports, 350-351

workflow statistics, 107
workspace layouts, 48-49
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), Web:802
wrapping cells, 171-174
Writer role, 372
writing custom behaviors, Web:832
WSDL (Web Services Definition Language), 748

X–Z
XAMPP

configuring, 550-552
features, 550
installing, 550

XML
datasets, 771
defined, 764-767
Spry, 769-775
web services, 748
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xpath.js file, 768
XSL, 766
XSL Transformation data object, 703

z-index, 234, 240, 244
zoom toolset, 28

zoom toolset 839
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